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1. Introduction 
CALIPSO (Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations) is a joint NASA 
CNES satellite mission that was launched on April 28, 2006 into a sun-synchronous orbit at an 
altitude of 705 km and an inclination of 98.2° (Winker, et al., 2007).  The spacecraft orbits with 
four other Earth observing satellites as part of the Afternoon or A-Train constellation (Stephens 
et al., 2002).  CALIPSO is designed to provide measurements aimed at improving our 
understanding of the role of aerosols and clouds in the climate system.  The Cloud-Aerosol LIdar 
with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP, pronounced the same as “calliope”) is the primary 
instrument on the CALIPSO satellite.  CALIOP, built by Ball Aerospace and Technologies 
Corporation, Fibertek, and NASA’s Langley Research Center (LaRC), is designed to acquire 
vertical profiles of elastic backscatter at two wavelengths (1064 nm and 532 nm) from a near 
nadir-viewing geometry during both day and night phases of the orbit.  In addition to the total 
backscatter at the two wavelengths, CALIOP also provides profiles of linear depolarization at 
532 nm.  Accurate aerosol and cloud heights and the retrieval of extinction coefficient profiles 
are derived from the total backscatter measurements.  The depolarization measurements enable 
the discrimination between ice clouds and water clouds and the identification of non-spherical 
aerosol particles.  Additional information, such as estimates of aerosol particle size, is obtained 
from the ratios of the signals obtained at the two wavelengths.  In addition to CALIOP, the 
CALIPSO satellite payload includes an Imaging Infrared Radiometer (IIR), provided by CNES, 
with three channels in the infrared region optimized for retrievals of cirrus particle size, and a 
single channel Wide Field Camera (WFC).  The WFC is a moderate spatial resolution camera 
operating in the visible regime to provide meteorological context for CALIOP and IIR 
measurements, and as a means of accurately co-registering CALIPSO observations to those from 
other instruments in the A-Train such as MODIS (MODerate Resolution Imaging 
Spectroradiometer). 

The CALIOP Lidar Level 2 Algorithm Theoretical Basis Document (ATBD) contains five 
chapters that address four primary classes of retrieval algorithms.  The first chapter (PC-SCI 202, 
Part 1) provides an introduction to the CALIPSO mission, a description of the CALIOP 
instrument, and an overview of the CALIOP data analysis architecture.  Layer detection 
strategies and the Scene Classification Algorithms (SCA) are described in chapters 2 (PC-SCI 
202, Part 2) and 3 (PC-SCI 202, Part 3), respectively.  In this, the fourth chapter, we describe the 
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Hybrid Extinction Retrieval Algorithm (HERA), which extracts range-resolved estimates of 
particulate backscatter and extinction coefficients from the attenuated backscatter profiles 
measured by CALIOP.  As the name implies, HERA is a hybrid collection of procedures that 
have been combined to form a single, fully automated retrieval scheme.  Operating interactively 
with the SCA modules, HERA derives optimized profiles of layer optical properties for all cloud 
and aerosol layers identified by the Selective Iterated BoundarY Locator (SIBYL) algorithm.  In 
the remaining sections of this document we review the science objectives and the motivation 
underlying the development of HERA; derive the physical and mathematical bases for HERA’s 
extinction profile-solving engine; develop a comprehensive error propagation scheme; illustrate 
the data flow within the processing stream; and fully describe all necessary and contingent 
relationships between the different processing modules incorporated into the HERA architecture. 

1.1. Purpose and Scope  
This document is the first release of the CALIOP Algorithm Theoretical Basis Document Part 4: 
Extinction Retrieval Algorithms and describes the extinction retrieval algorithms used in the 
production of CALIPSO’s Level 2 data products.  It joins the series of CALIOP ATBD 
documents that collectively provide an overview of the CALIPSO mission and describe the lidar, 
on-board data reduction procedures, Level 1 data handling and calibration procedures, and Level 
2 data production algorithms.  This document provides an overview of the extinction algorithm 
structure and mathematical basis. 

 

1.2. Related Documents  
PC-SCI-201:  CALIOP Algorithm Theoretical Basis Document: Calibration and Level 1 

Data Products  

PC-SCI-202 Part 1: CALIOP Algorithm Theoretical Basis Document: CALIOP Instrument, 
and Algorithms Overview 

PC-SCI-202 Part 2:  CALIOP Algorithm Theoretical Basis Document: Feature detection and 
layer properties algorithms  

PC-SCI-202 Part 3: CALIOP Algorithm Theoretical Basis Document: Scene classification 
algorithms  

PC-SCI-202 Part 4: CALIOP Algorithm Theoretical Basis Document: Extinction retrieval 
algorithms (this document) 

PC-SCI-202 Part 5: CALIOP Algorithm Theoretical Basis Document: Post-extinction 
processing and particle property algorithms  

PC-SCI-202 Part 6: CALIOP Algorithm Theoretical Basis Document: Appendices  

PC-SCI-503:   CALIPSO Data Products Catalog  

 

1.3. Revision History  
The algorithms are described in this document as they have been implemented in Version 2.0 of 
the CALIPSO production data processing system.  Subsequent changes, if any, will be 
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documented in Table 1. 

Table 1: Revision history of the CALIOP Hybrid Extinction Retrieval Algorithms 

Version Release Date Comments 

1.0 28 January 2008 This baseline release for this ATBD supplants all descriptions of 
the extinction and post-extinction algorithms found in the 
preliminary drafts of the CALIOP Level 2 ATBD released prior 
to January 15, 2008. 

 

2. Extinction Algorithm 

2.1. Background Motivation and Overview 
The retrieval of particulate extinction from measurements by space-borne elastic-backscatter 
lidars such as CALIOP faces a number of challenges not encountered in the analysis of 
measurements made by ground-based lidars.  These difficulties are the result a combination of 
factors, including the large distances between the lidar and the targets of interest (typically 500-
700 km), the high speed at which the lidar sweeps across the target space (~7 km sec-1), 
constraints placed on the pulse energy of the laser transmitter by eye-safety requirements, the 
relatively low firing rate of the laser (~20 Hz) relative to the velocity of the satellite, and vertical 
and horizontal variations in the composition of the layers being measured.  Taken together, these 
factors can reduce the measurement signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) within clouds and aerosols to 
levels where the uncertainties in the retrieved data products become unacceptably high.  
Furthermore, applying the conventional averaging techniques traditionally used by the lidar 
community to enhance SNR is generally inappropriate, due both to the spatial and temporal 
separation between consecutive CALIPSO profiles, and to the varying and non-linear 
relationship between extinction and backscatter within the lidar measurements.   

For CALIPSO, the routine analysis of a large volume of lidar profile data received each day 
(~1.74 million shots) introduces additional practical and computational challenges that require a 
robust, on-the-fly processing strategy to handle many different retrieval situations.  Automated 
analysis techniques must be able to identify different optical properties of cloud and aerosol 
features (e.g., the particulate extinction-to-backscatter –ratio, also commonly known as the lidar 
ratio) over different regions of the globe as well as within the same column.  The processing 
system must be able to handle both features easily detectable on a single-shot basis and also faint 
ones that may require averaging a large number of profiles.  In addition to these issues, the 
retrieval method used to derive particulate extinction and backscatter coefficients may depend 
upon the structure of the lidar signal.  For example, while it is common to process ground-based 
lidar measurements using the so-called backward analysis direction in order to ensure stability of 
the solution (e.g. Klett, 1985; Young, 1995), this approach is typically not possible for the 
CALIOP data set, and hence the processing system must be able to identify and pursue alternate 
paths to derive tractable solutions. 

To address many of these issues, a sophisticated, fully autonomous processing system has been 
developed for CALIPSO.  Standard lidar processing typically averages a fixed number of 
profiles together, and performs retrievals of the atmospheric column using this averaged profile.  
A key aspect of CALIPSO analysis system is that it uses an innovative nested multi-grid 
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averaging scheme to process a composite lidar ‘scene’.  Scenes are segments of what are 
commonly referred to as CALIPSO curtain files, which, as illustrated in Figure 2.1, are two-
dimensional, height versus along-track distance, vertical swaths through the atmosphere.  
Through this approach, the processing system is able to identify and extract high SNR profile 
data from each scene and derive optical properties of clouds and aerosol layers.  The CALIOP 
Level 2 processing system is composed of three modules, which have the general function of 
detecting layers, classifying these layers by type, and performing extinction retrievals.  These 
three modules are the Selective Iterated BoundarY Locator (SIBYL) and Scene Classifier 
Algorithm (SCA), and Hybrid Extinction Retrieval Algorithms (HERA), respectively.  The 
rationale and design for the CALIPSO averaging scheme are reported in the layer detection 
ATBD (PC-SCI-202 Part 2) and in Vaughan et al. (2004). 

 
Figure 2.1: A CALIPSO “curtain file” image showing synthetic CALIPSO data derived from 
measurements acquired by the Lidar In-space Technology Experiment (LITE; Winker et al., 
1996) and degraded to the CALIPSO horizontal and vertical sampling resolutions using the 
CALIPSO lidar simulator (Powell et al., 2002).  The red rectangle extended horizontally from 
400 km to 480 km demarcates a single 80 km CALIPSO “scene”. 

An overarching view of the Level 2 algorithms and their relationship to one another is shown in 
Figure 2.2.  Level 2 lidar processing begins with SIBYL operating on a sequence of scenes, 
which consist of segments of Level 1 data covering 80 km in along-track distance, corresponding 
to a collection of 240 consecutive, single-shot profiles.  The module averages these profiles to 
horizontal resolutions of 5, 20, and 80 km, consisting of averages of 15, 60, and 240 profiles, 
respectively, and detects features at each of these resolutions.  The SCA module then classifies 
these generic features as clouds or one of five aerosol types, based primarily on scattering 
strength and the spectral dependence of the lidar attenuated backscatter [Liu et al., 2004].  The 
module can further discriminate between ice/water clouds by relying on the layer-averaged lidar 
depolarization ratio and ancillary information such as altitude and temperature (Hu et al., 2001).  
The SCA module also uses a combination of observed parameters and a priori information to 
select appropriate values for the initial lidar ratios and multiple scattering factors required for 
retrieving extinction and optical thickness by HERA.  
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The HERA module that is described herein is a hybrid collection of procedures that have been 
combined to form a single, fully automated scene process responsible for retrieving profiles of 
optical properties from the features identified by SIBYL.  The constituent algorithms include a 
routine that recreates the averaged profiles originally created by SIBYL’s layer detection 
scheme.  These reconstituted profiles are subsequently used by both the layer classification 
algorithms and the extinction retrieval algorithms.  When permitted by the structure of the signal 
profile, SIBYL makes an initial estimate of the 532-nm attenuation through a feature, and uses 
this value to correct the underlying signal for transmission losses.  HERA, on the other hand, 
calculates and corrects for the attenuation within all features in order to produce profiles of 
extinction and backscatter at both 532 nm and 1064 nm.  HERA corrects for attenuation effects 
beneath all features, including those where SIBYL is unable to make an accurate assessment of 
the feature transmittance (e.g. where the SNR is too low).   
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Figure 2.2: The production pathway for the CALIOP Level 2 data products. 

The output from the CALIOP Level 2 processing system, shown schematically in Figure 2.3, 
falls into several major types of products: the vertical feature mask, layer products at varying 
resolutions, and profile products for clouds and aerosols.  The layer products and profile products 
are reported at uniform spatial resolutions, which are derived via averaging and/or interpolation 
from the varying resolutions used in generating the intermediate products.  Horizontal 
resolutions of the different products are identified in the figure.  A detailed description of SIBYL 
is presented in the CALIPSO Feature Detection and Layer Properties ATBD (PC-SCI-202 Part 
2); a description of SCA can be found in the Scene Classification Algorithms ATBD (PC-SCI-
202 Part 3).  
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The HERA module has several preferred, or default, processing decision paths.  For CALIPSO’s 
downlooking viewing geometry, the probability of encountering significant particulate scattering 
increases with increased penetration distance, and hence a forward solution direction is initiated 
by default.  When possible, the accuracy of the retrieval is maximized by constraining the 
retrieved optical thickness to agree with measurements provided by SIBYL of the reduction in 
the clear-air signal below a vertically isolated feature.  The constraint is achieved by automatic, 
iterative adjustment of the lidar ratio in the case of features or, in the case of “feature-free” or 
apparently clear regions, of the factor we call here the “renormalization” factor.  (The terms 
“normalization” and “calibration” have been used historically in the lidar community to refer to 
the process of relating the raw, measured lidar signal to the calculated total atmospheric 
backscatter at some range from the lidar.  In the calibrated data used in the CALIPSO Level 2 
analyses, this factor is the product of the transmittances of the layers and regions between the 
lidar and the range of interest.  This is discussed in greater depth in Section 2.3.) There are 
situations where these preferred processing paths are not possible, and in these cases the 
algorithms select the analysis settings that seek to give the best result for the particular situation 
encountered. 

 

2.2. Analysis of CALIPSO Data – Scene and Profile Processes 
The fundamental algorithms that operate within HERA can be considered as profile processes 
and are rooted in conventional lidar data analysis techniques.  They take as inputs either a single 
profile of lidar signals, or, in the case of the scene classification routines (e.g., ice/water phase), a 
collection of integrated quantities derived from some segment of a profile.  Similarly, the outputs 
from these profile processes are either a derived profile of optical parameters (e.g., particulate 
extinction coefficients), the integral of such a profile (e.g., optical thickness), or some additional 
information about the content and/or structure of the input profile (e.g., as provided by base and 
top altitudes).  As noted previously, prior to execution of HERA, SIBYL has generated a 
comprehensive spatial analysis that identifies all features present within each CALIOP scene.  
Since the application of a ‘scene concept’ is novel, the following discussion provides an 
illustrative example of the SIBYL output product and how HERA operates on it.  

A representative lidar scene obtained from the SIBYL module is depicted in Figure 2.3.  It 
consists of sixteen 5 km horizontal resolution profiles generated from consecutive blocks of 
fifteen single-shot profiles.  Since this example is provided for illustrative purposes, the altitude 
bins are restricted to heights below 18 km and their thickness is provided at 0.5 km.  For 
CALIOP there are actually 583 altitude bins extending from approximately 2 km below the 
surface to about 40 km above. 

The feature objects in Figure 2.3 are numbered consecutively using a top down, left to right 
scheme and are color coded according to the amount of averaging required for their detection.  
Red, yellow, and green blocks signify along-track averaging distances of 5, 20, and 80 km, 
respectively.  Depending upon their relationship to one another, features are further denoted as 
being either simple, complex, or embedded.  Regions devoid of features are identified as 
composed of clear-air or background conditions.  Definitions of these features and regions are as 
follows: 

Simple features contain only one type of particulate scatterer.  For some vertically isolated, 
simple features, the transmittance (e.g., optical thickness) can be measured from the reduction in 
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the clear-air signal below the feature and can be used to constrain the retrieval of the extinction 
profile.  As there is only one type of scatterer in a simple feature and, therefore, one lidar ratio, 
the constraint is achieved by varying this ratio until the measured and retrieved optical 
thicknesses agree.  In Figure 2.3, features F2 – F7 and F11 are examples of simple, vertically 
isolated features. 

 

  5 km 10 km 15 km 20 km 25 km 30 km 35 km 40 km 45 km 50 km 55 km 60 km 65 km 70 km 75 km 80 km
R0 (18.0 km)  A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P 
R1 (17.5 km) 1                             
R2 (17.0 km) 2             

CCLLEEAARR  AAIIRR  11  
                

R3 (16.5 km) 3                                 
R4 (16.0 km) 4                             FF11    
R5 (15.5 km) 5 FF22  FF33  FF44  FF55  FF66            FF77      FF88      
R6 (15.0 km) 6                             FF99    
R7 (14.5 km) 7                               FF1100  
R8 (14.0 km) 8                                 
R9 (13.5 km) 9                                 
R10 (13.0 km) 10                                 
R11 (12.5 km) 11                                 
R12 (12.0 km) 12                             
R13 (11.5 km) 13             

CCLLEEAARR  AAIIRR  22  
                

R14 (11.0 km) 14                                 
R15 (10.5 km) 15                                 
R16 (10.0 km) 16                                 
R17 (9.5 km) 17                                 
R18 (9.0 km) 18                                 
R19 (8.5 km) 19                                 
R20 (8.0 km) 20                                 
R21 (7.5 km) 21                 FF1111                
R22 (7.0 km) 22       FF1122        FF1133            FF1122      
R23 (6.5 km) 23 FF1144  FF1155        FF1166        FF1177  FF1188            
R24 (6.0 km) 24     FF1199      FF2200                      
R25 (5.5 km) 25                                 
R26 (5.0 km) 26                                 
R27 (4.5 km) 27                             
R28 (4.0 km) 28             

CCLLEEAARR  AAIIRR  33  
                

R29 (3.5 km) 29                                 
R30 (3.0 km) 30                                 
R31 (2.5 km) 31               FF2211                  
R32 (2.0 km) 32                                 
R33 (1.5 km) 33             FF2222                FF2233    
R34 (1.0 km) 34         FF2277                        
R35 (0.5 km) 35   FF2244        FF2288  FF2299  FF3300  FF3311  FF3322  FF3333  FF3344  FF3355  FF3366  FF3377  FF3388  
R36 (0.0 km) 36 SSFFCC    FF2255  FF2266                          

  
Figure 2.3: A simplified representation of an 80 km CALIPSO scene with feature objects 
identified by SIBYL.  Individual features are labeled sequentially from F1- F38 beginning from 
the top of the image.  Additional details are provided in the text. 

Complex features are identified as being physically or optically inhomogeneous and may contain 
different types of particulate scatterers.  Effectively they are composed of several simple features 
that are vertically adjacent with other features, or contain embedded features.  (Vertically 
adjacent features have spatial boundaries that are contiguous in the along-track direction.)  There 
are three complex features in Figure 2.3.  The first is composed of the vertically adjacent features 
F1, F8, F9, and F10.  The second complex feature occupies altitude bins F22 - F24 and extends 
across the whole 80 km block, as does the third complex (boundary-layer) feature.  Note that F11 
is not included in the second complex feature as it is not vertically adjacent to another feature, 
nor does it contain an embedded feature.  
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Embedded features are completely contained within the boundaries of a feature of coarser 
horizontal resolution.  They share no common vertical boundary with the coarser feature.  
Features F17, F18, and F20 are examples of embedded features.  

Clear-air or background regions are, by definition, regions with no detectable aerosol or cloud 
features.  They are used to identify clear air regions below optically thin features and enable a 
direct calculation of transmittance or provide a constraint to the extinction retrieval.  The 
boundaries of these regions are defined with respect to the presence of the surrounding features.  

 

The ‘scene’ input to the HERA module consists of a block of data containing sixteen profiles of 
attenuated backscatter averaged by SIBYL to 5 m horizontal resolution, along with information 
on the location of all features detected at 5 km, 20 km and/or 80 km, and other feature properties 
including values of the multiple scattering correction function, η(z), and the lidar ratio, S, 
selected by the SCA.  The extinction retrieval works from the greatest altitude at which data are 
recorded down to the surface (i.e. from smallest to greatest range from the lidar).  HERA 
processes features in order of decreasing altitude, regardless of the horizontal resolution at which 
they were detected.  In principle, the “clear air” regions between the features can also be 
processed using assumed values of the lidar ratio appropriate for background aerosols.  These 
supposedly clear regions may contain aerosol layers that are below the detection threshold of 
SIBYL.  Faint aerosol layers having high lidar ratios may go undetected, yet still contain a small 
but perhaps significant fraction of the column aerosol optical thickness.  However, low SNR 
presents a formidable barrier to the practical implementation of a fully automated extinction 
solution in arbitrarily sized regions of clear air.  There are three main obstacles to surmount.  
First, errors in the derived optical depths are nonlinearly related to the SNR of the profile being 
analyzed, and even when solved with the correct lidar ratio, low SNR profiles can generate very 
large overestimates of the layer optical depth.  Because errors in the optical depth estimates for 
overlying layers are necessarily propagated into the layers below, large errors in overlying 
regions of low SNR will disproportionately distort subsequent results derived in underlying, high 
SNR regions.  Second, the spatial distribution of clouds and aerosol layers in the Earth’s 
atmosphere limits the available opportunities for obtaining averages of clear air computed over 
extended horizontal and vertical ranges.  The third obstacle is closely related to the second, and 
arises from the technological and engineering constraints imposed on the design and construction 
of space-based lidars.  When compared to their ground-based counterparts, these instruments are 
inherently photon starved, and hence must average much larger amounts of data to obtain a 
similar “clear air” SNR.  In light of these concerns, the current implementation of HERA has 
been constructed so that solutions in “clear air” can be disabled.  When disabled, HERA does not 
attempt to retrieve extinction solutions in the clear air regions, and the aerosol optical depths for 
each of these regions are set to zero.  In this document, we present a complete description of the 
CALIOP hybrid extinction retrieval algorithm, and thus solutions in the clear regions are 
described as being an integral part of the analysis for any scene.  However, the reader is warned 
that in this initial release of the CALIOP extinction data products, clear air solutions are 
disabled. 

The first step for the HERA module is to average clear regions in the scene  (columns A to P) to 
produce a single profile from the top altitude down to the highest base of all the unsolved 
features that are in contact with a clear region in at least one column along their bases.  (Note 
that this rule defines the altitude range to be searched for a clear region.  If a feature at a lower 
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altitude occupies all sixteen columns, then the clear region cannot extend to its base).  In the 
present example, the base of the clear region 1 corresponds to row 6, which contains the bases of 
features F1 to F7 and is delineated by the blue line across columns F-H.  The reason for the 
selection of row 6 as the lower limit of the averaged clear region 1 is that the clear air signal 
viewed across the width of the scene at lower altitudes (clear region 2) is attenuated in at least 
one column by an overlying feature.  Analysis of these clear regions cannot be performed until 
the attenuation of the overlying features is known.  Particulate extinction is retrieved from the 
averaged attenuated backscatter profile and the square of the particulate transmittance is 
calculated over its vertical extent.  To correct for attenuation by undetected overlying aerosols in 
clear region 1, the input attenuated backscatter profiles in all sixteen columns are divided by the 
square of the overlying transmittance in each column.  Through this correction process, the 
transmittance correction that results from that part of the clear region that occupies any column is 
applied to all rows in that column from the base of the clear region in that column down to the 
surface. 

The complex feature containing F1 and F8 – F10 is analyzed next, using the method described 
below for complex features.  Underlying regions of columns M – P are now corrected (rescaled) 
for the attenuation caused by these features in the same way as all columns were previously 
corrected for the overlying background aerosol attenuation.  Note that each column is corrected 
by a different amount depending on how much each of the features contributes to the attenuation. 

Any clear region between the last retrieved clear altitude and the next highest feature is solved 
next, and the underlying columns rescaled as before.  In the present example, there is no 
unprocessed clear region overlying the next highest feature, and each of the simple features F2 to 
F7 is solved and the underlying regions (level 7 down to the surface) in columns A – E and I – L 
rescaled.  

The next step is to create a clear profile from level 7 down to the top of F12.  As each range step 
has differing numbers of columns contributing the average profile, and as each of these has 
suffered different degrees of attenuation by overlying features that results in different SNRs in 
different columns, a mean profile is calculated that accounts for the different numbers of 
contributing signals at each altitude.  Once this is solved, and all 16 columns rescaled from the 
base of clear region 2 downwards, the simple feature 11 is solved.  Then follows the retrieval of 
all the features in the middle complex feature, the clear region below it and finally the complex 
boundary layer feature. 

Analysis of Simple Features 
Wherever possible, simple, elevated, vertically isolated features (e.g. F2 and F11) are solved 
using a retrieval that is constrained by the feature transmittance determined from the ratio of the 
clear-air signal above and below the feature.  However, if the SNR of the feature is too low, the 
feature is totally attenuating, or the feature is in contact with the surface, then the transmittance 
of the feature cannot be determined independently and a constrained solution is not possible.  An 
unconstrained retrieval is employed in this situation using appropriate tabulated values for some 
of the unknown parameters (S and η(z) defined above).  

Analysis of Complex Features 
Complex features, by definition, contain more unknowns (lidar ratios) than constraints (optical 
thickness or transmittance measurements), so a unique, constrained solution is not possible.  
Instead, HERA seeks a solution (a set of S values) that yields particulate optical thickness, τ, 
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averaged over the full vertical and horizontal extent of the feature and is consistent with that 
determined by an estimate of the two-way transmittance obtained from the clear air beneath the 
feature averaged over the same horizontal extent. 

Consider the complex feature on the top right of Figure 2.3.  First, the averaged profile 
representing F1 is calculated from columns M – P.  This profile is solved over its whole vertical 
extent using the lidar ratio supplied by the SCA module.  Each underlying, adjacent feature is 
temporarily rescaled by the transmittance of that proportion of F1 that overlies it, so F8 – F10 are 
all rescaled differently.  F8 – F10 are then solved individually, using lidar ratios supplied by the 
SCA routine.  The average particulate τ is calculated from the retrieved extinction in columns M 
– P and compared with the value determined from the ratio of the clear-air signals above and 
below the complex feature (e.g., from rows 1 – 3 above and 10 – 21 below).  If the values do not 
agree, then the lidar ratio of the feature with the largest integrated attenuated backscatter, γ′, is 
adjusted and the whole complex feature solved again.  The lidar ratio of any feature is adjusted 
within previously defined, acceptable limits.  If further adjustment is needed, then the lidar ratios 
of the other features are adjusted in order of decreasing γ’ until consistency is reached between 
the measured and calculated values of τ. Note that this procedure ensures consistency between 
the measured and calculated vales of optical thickness.  It cannot guarantee that each extinction 
profile is the correct one as the problem is underdetermined. 

Embedded features like F20 pose an extra degree of difficulty.  F20 cannot be solved until the 
feature in which it is embedded, F16, is solved.  However, F20 cannot be solved properly until 
the attenuation of the part that lies beneath F20 is corrected for the attenuation of F20.  An 
iterative solution is employed whereby the attenuation by F20 is initially set to zero allowing for 
the solution of F16.  F20 can then be corrected for the attenuation caused by the part of F16 that 
overlies it (provided that the lidar ratios are correct).  The part of F16 below F20 can then be 
corrected for the attenuation of F20 just calculated, the average attenuated backscatter profile for 
F16 recalculated (now correctly) and the correct extinction profile for F16 retrieved.  Thus, the 
attenuation by F20 is improved iteratively until the retrieval of F16 and F20 converges. 

The simplified descriptions of the retrieval of extinction and backscatter in a CALIPSO scene 
given above are intended to outline the relationship between the various scene and profile 
processes in the CALIPSO Level 2 analysis.  The definition of a scene as a combination of 
features and feature-free regions of various scales, the identification of the types of the various 
features and the assignment of analysis parameters, the creation of average profiles of attenuated 
backscatter from signals in various regions of the scene and, finally, the analysis of these average 
profiles are the essential components of the multi-pass, multi-scale analysis.  In the following 
sections, the mathematical basis for the analysis of the average profiles is given and this is 
followed by a more-detailed description of the steps involved in the calculation and analysis of 
simple, complex and embedded features.  This latter section is supported by detailed flow charts. 

2.3. Retrieval of Particulate Extinction Profiles 
There are a number of effective methods for deriving particulate extinction and backscatter 
coefficients from the signals measured by elastic-backscatter lidars.  For CALIOP, effective 
approaches need to consider situations where the particulate attenuation is usually significant and 
variable.  Some early retrieval algorithms attempted to account for attenuation using simple, 
iterative techniques (e.g. Elterman, 1966, Gambling and Bartusek, 1972a, b), in which the 
uncalibrated, signal profiles were normalized to produce profiles of attenuated backscatter by 
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scaling the measured signal to the modeled, molecular signal at a distant point high in the 
atmosphere where particulate scattering was assumed to be negligible.  As the focus of that work 
was often elevated aerosol layers with backscattering comparable to the ambient molecular 
values, the authors necessarily used two-component solutions in which the scattering effects of 
both particles and molecules were considered along with molecular (ozone) absorption.  Closed-
form, analytical solutions were also developed (e.g. Barrett and Ben-Dov, 1967; Viezee et al., 
1969; Davis, 1969; Fernald et al., 1972; Klett, 1981; Fernald, 1984, following the rainfall radar 
analyses of Hitschfeld and Bordan, 1954).  

While all these retrieval algorithms were developed in the context of single scattering, others 
were further developed to account for multiple scattering situations (e.g. Platt, 1973; Sassen and 
Cho, 1992) by the introduction of a multiple scattering efficiency factor that modified the 
extinction at any range.  However, as explained in Section 2.3.1.2, below, and Section 3, the 
CALIOP analysis framework adopts a range-dependent multiple scattering factor, η(r), which 
modifies the optical depth (rather than extinction) and is a function of penetration depth into the 
layer.  This parameterization dictates the use of an iterative retrieval scheme that incorporates 
profiles of η(r) that are specific to the particular feature types being analyzed. 

2.3.1. Important Considerations in the Solution of the Lidar Equation 

2.3.1.1. The elastic backscatter lidar equation 

For an elastic backscatter lidar system as used in CALIPSO, the retrieval of profiles of 
particulate backscatter and extinction involves the solution of the two-component lidar equation: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
3

2 2 2
02

1( ) 0, 0, 0, .M P M O PP r E r r T r T r T r
r

ξ β β⎡ ⎤= +⎣ ⎦ . (2.1)

Here 

 P(r) is the detected backscattered signal from range r from the lidar;  

ξ   is the lidar system parameter (see CALIOP ATBD Part 2, section 3.1.2), where 

AG Cξ = , and AG  is the amplifier gain and C  is the lidar calibration factor; 

 0E   is the average laser energy for the single shot or composite profile; 

βM(r)  is the molecular volume backscatter coefficient, proportional to the molecular 
number density profile. 
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∫ . (2.2)

  is the profile of the two-way transmittance between the lidar and range r; 

 )()( rSr MMM βσ =  is the molecular volume extinction coefficient, where 

 SM is the molecular extinction-to-backscatter (or lidar) ratio. 
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α  is the two-way ozone transmittance, where 
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rO ′α is the ozone absorption coefficient, 

 βP(r)  is the particulate volume backscatter coefficient, 

 [ ]2 (0, ) exp 2 ( ) (0, )P PT r r rη τ= −  (2.3)

  is the particulate two-way transmittance, and 

 
0 0

(0, ) ( ) ( )
r r

P P P Pr r dr S r drτ σ β′ ′ ′ ′= =∫ ∫  (2.4)

   is the particulate optical thickness (thickness). 

 ( ) ( )P P Pr S rσ β=  (2.5)

  is the particulate volume extinction coefficient, where 

 SP is the particulate extinction-to-backscatter (or lidar) ratio and 

 η(r)  is a multiple scattering factor as described in section 3. 

After detection, the signal is amplified electronically then digitized in a dual-range digitizer.  
These processes have their associated gains and offsets.  The methods by which they are 
calculated and their effects removed are described in the CALIOP Lidar Level 1 ATBD (PC-
SCI-201) and will not be discussed further here.  However, the errors and uncertainties in the 
determination of these quantities can affect the quality of the retrieval of ( )p rβ  from equation. 

It can be seen that the lidar equation cannot be solved without ancillary information.  For 
operations at the CALIPSO wavelengths (532 nm and 1064 nm), the molecular number density 
and ozone absorption coefficient profiles must be known.  For CALIPSO, these are obtained 
from meteorological analyses produced by NASA’s Global Modeling and Assimilation Office 
(GMAO).  Furthermore, four additional quantities need to be determined.  These are the zero 
offset, which is measured and removed from the signal on board the satellite; the calibration (C), 
which is calculated as part of CALIOP Level 1B processing; the particulate lidar ratio  (SP); and 
the multiple scattering factor profile η(r).  Although the estimation of these quantities is not part 
of the extinction analysis, any errors or uncertainties in them lead to errors and uncertainties in 
the retrieved extinction products. 

2.3.1.2. Extinction retrieval formula and algorithms  

The algorithms and formulae that have been used to solve the lidar equation fall broadly into two 
classes.  The iterative methods that were developed for the analysis of searchlight data on 
aerosols in the upper atmosphere (e.g. Elterman, 1966) were adopted for lidar studies, often of 
the same features (e.g. Gambling et al., 1970; Gambling and Bartusek, 1972a, b; Platt, 1973).  
Analytical formulae developed for the analysis of rainfall radar data (e.g. Hitschfeld and Bordan, 
1954) and based on the solution to the Bernoulli equation were also adopted by lidar researchers 
(e.g. Barrett and Ben-Dov, 1967; Viezee et al., 1969; Davis, 1969; Klett, 1981).  These, so-
called, single-component solutions only consider one atmospheric scattering component and are 
not applicable to situations where molecular and particulate scattering might be comparable in 
magnitude.  Two-component analytical solutions were developed for these situations (e.g. 
Fernald et al., 1972; Fernald, 1984). 
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A two-component solution that incorporated Platt’s (1973, 1979) η(r) parameterization of 
multiple scattering in an analytical formula was developed by Sassen and Cho (1992).  Although 
η(r) varies with range, it is usually replaced with layer-effective value, η , that is assumed to 
remain constant throughout the layer.  However, the approach used in the CALIPSO analysis 
differs in two respects.  In the CALIPSO analysis framework, η(r) modifies the cumulative 
particulate optical thickness of a feature (equations (2.3) and (2.4)), rather than the extinction 
coefficient at a particular range as in the earlier papers.  This influences the selection of the 
retrieval algorithm for HERA.  The iterative method can easily be adapted to incorporate the 
CALIPSO multiple scattering parameterization, and has been selected for deriving profiles of 
volume backscatter and extinction coefficients from both clouds and aerosols (Young et al., 
2003).  Secondly, because η(r) is derived from Monte Carlo computations of multiply-scattered 
lidar signals specific to each CALIOP aerosol and cloud subtype, it is known as a function of 
range and this range-dependent function can be used instead of an averaged value. 

2.3.1.3. Stability of retrievals and constrained and unconstrained solutions 

It has been known for some time that solutions to the lidar equation using a near-field boundary 
condition can be unstable (e.g. Viezee et al., 1969).  This instability exists in both the analytical 
and iterative forward solutions.  Klett (1981) showed that stability could be achieved by using a 
far-field boundary condition, setting the total extinction in the far-field to some assumed or 
known value.  (This actually had been the usual practice in the analysis of stratospheric lidar 
data, although using total backscatter instead of extinction, largely because of the possibility of 
using an accurate calibration or boundary value in an aerosol-free region of the atmosphere 
above the stratosphere.)  However, if a solution can be constrained by a measurement of optical 
thickness over some region, then stable solutions can be obtained in either the forward or 
backward directions as pointed out by Young (1995).  This constraint is achieved by setting the 
lidar ratio so that the retrieved optical thickness matches the measured value. 

For the CALIPSO lidar data analysis, solutions are constrained by measurements of optical 
thickness made by SIBYL using the transmittance method where these are available.  HERA has 
the option of choosing either forward or backward solutions as appropriate for the profile being 
processed. 

2.3.2. Mathematical Basis for the CALIPSO Extinction Solver 

The HERA module processes the sixteen 5 km horizontal resolution profiles in an 80 km scene, 
working from the top altitude down to the surface, or to the altitude of the last valid atmospheric 
signal.  Using the locations of the features identified by SIBYL, the HERA module creates 
averaged profiles in the scene and produces retrieved profiles of particulate backscatter and 
extinction and layer-averaged values of these quantities. 

Modification of the attenuated backscatter coefficients for use in extinction processing 

During Level 1B processing of the data, a lidar calibration factor is calculated (see CALIOP 
ATBD Part 2).  Next, the various numbers of profiles are averaged and the resulting signal 
processed to extract information on any detected features.  Following the symbols defined in 
Section 2.3.1.1, the sixteen profiles supplied to HERA by SIBYL for each 80 km block of data of 
the attenuated backscatter signal are corrected for ozone transmittance: 
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Note that, due to the ozone correction, this definition of β ′  differs slightly from that in the other 
parts of the CALIOP ATBD.  

The uncertainty in this quantity, β ′∆ , is supplied, along with profiles of the multiple scattering 
factor and the associated uncertainties.  The molecular backscatter and transmittance profiles, 
ozone transmittance profiles and all their uncertainties are provided by the Meteorological 
Manager Module (Met Manager).  Statistics of each layer detected by SIBYL, including the 
altitude of the base and top, optical thickness and lidar ratio, and their uncertainties are also 
supplied. 

For any region, the retrieval can be either constrained or unconstrained.  A constrained retrieval 
is one where the optical thickness calculated by integrating the retrieved particulate extinction 
coefficient over the retrieval interval is adjusted to match some independently measured value.  
The constraint available within HERA is the particulate optical thickness, τP, determined from 
the reduction in the signal from the clear air below the feature.  For features, the particulate lidar 
ratio, SP, is adjusted until the retrieved τP matches that measured by the SIBYL module, either 
within the combined uncertainties of the measured and calculated values, or to within a 
predefined default tolerance.  Although it is possible to calculate a value of the required lidar 
ratio using analytical formulae, various factors, including noise on the data, the specification of 
η(r) as a function of range and an imperfect knowledge by the SCA routine of the attenuation by 
overlying regions, it has been found that SP is best refined by iteration.  This only takes a small 
number of iteration cycles.  However, as explained in Section 2.2, retrievals in features are only 
iterated when the feature is simple, that is, an elevated, vertically isolated 532-nm feature with no 
other embedded features. 

It has been found in testing the algorithm on simulated data, that retrievals in many feature-free 
regions can diverge in the positive or negative directions largely because of the low SNR in the 
region used for initiating the retrieval.  This can occur, for example, if the retrieval is initiated in 
the stratosphere near 30 km altitude where the signal is weak, or in apparently clear regions 
below detected features of moderate attenuation.  To attempt to correct a diverging solution in 
these regions of very low particulate optical thickness by adjusting the lidar ratio is a poor 
strategy and can lead to widely varying, physically unrealistic and even negative lidar ratios.  As 
the principal cause of the divergence in these feature-free regions is an incorrect boundary (i.e., 
the “normalization factor”) value resulting from either a low SNR in the normalization region or 
an incorrect evaluation of the attenuation of overlying regions, the boundary value is adjusted 
instead of the lidar ratio.  In the case of a constrained retrieval, the normalization factor is 
adjusted until the retrieved and specified particulate optical thicknesses agree within calculated 
uncertainties.  However, where there is no available constraint and an unconstrained retrieval is 
specified, then a slightly different approach is adopted.  In these situations, the normalization 
factor is adjusted so that the retrieved optical thickness is greater than zero, but less than the 
minimum value that could be detected by the feature finder.  It is reasoned that regions having 
particulate optical thicknesses greater than this value would be identified as features and not as 
clear regions.  If the region in which the normalization factor needs adjustment is the top, 
stratospheric, region, then the renormalization adjustment is interpreted as being the result of a 
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statistical variation in the calibration factor.  (The averaged profile used in the analysis of clear 
regions may have been calculated over a different horizontal extent from that used to calculate 
the calibration factor supplied for the whole 80 km block.)  In this situation, all underlying data 
are rescaled by this calibration adjustment. 

Once the section of the averaged profile is ready for analysis, various retrieval parameters are 
determined by the HERA module based on settings in a run-time file and characteristics of the 
data.  These parameters include the minimum and maximum ranges, the retrieval direction, the 
τP constraint (when available), the normalization range and normalization factor and their 
uncertainties where appropriate. 

Before an averaged profile can be analyzed, it must be rescaled by a factor that accounts for the 
molecular and particulate transmittance losses down to the altitude at which the retrieval is to be 
initiated.  For a forward retrieval, this rescaling (effectively a renormalization) occurs at the top 
of the profile and the renormalization factor is simply:  
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where rt is the range to the top of the feature or region being analyzed.  Although the two-way 
particulate transmittance is included here in equation (2.7), this is only to illustrate how an 
incorrect estimate of the overlying particulate transmittance losses can bias the retrieval.  As it is 
written, equation (2.7) describes the renormalization at the first point at the top of the atmosphere 
(near 40 km).  In practice, the renormalization factor used when analyzing lower regions does 
not include the particulate transmittance.  As explained below, because any scene can be 
complicated by the presence of complex and adjacent features, it is more convenient, after a 
feature has been processed, to then rescale underlying attenuated backscatter data by the 
retrieved particulate two-way transmittance.  This is preferable to including this factor in the 
renormalization factor.       

 If a backward retrieval is to be performed then the renormalization factor must include the 
particulate two-way layer transmittance loss, TL

2, through the feature: 
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where rb is the range to the base of the feature or region being analyzed.  (If a backward retrieval 
is to be performed in the stratosphere using some independently measured value of stratospheric 
particulate optical thickness as a constraint on the retrieval, then the layer transmittance TL

2 in 
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equations (2.9) and (2.10) must be replaced by the by the two-way transmittance loss at the base 
of the region to be analyzed, ),0(2

bAref rT .)  

Because any error in the renormalization factor will produce a bias in the retrievals of the 
profiles of βP(r) and σP(r), the uncertainty ∆CN in equations (2.8) and (2.10) will be included in 
the estimation of the overall bias error in the retrievals, even though it may be random in origin.  
Random errors and systematic errors have different effects on the retrieved profiles; the former 
mainly superimpose “noise” on the result while the latter produce biases.  (The non-Gaussian 
statistics of the photon detection process can lead to biases in some circumstances, but these can 
be made small – compared with the bias errors considered here – with sufficient averaging.)  
Therefore, random and systematic errors will be calculated separately and combined in 
quadrature in the result.  In this work, random errors and uncertainties will be signified by the 
notation ∆x, bias errors by εb(x) and total, combined errors by εt(x).   

Once the renormalization factor and minimum and maximum ranges are selected by the HERA 
module, the appropriate section of the profile and accompanying data are sent to the extinction 
analysis subroutine.  In this subroutine, the first step is to rescale the profiles of attenuated 
backscatter and its uncertainty: 

 ( ) (0, ) / ( ),N N Nr r C rβ β′ ′=  (2.11)

 ).(/),0()( NNN rCrr ββ ′∆=′∆  (2.12)

Strictly, the quantity )(rNβ ′ represents a family of curves and should be written as ),( rrNNβ ′ to 
reflect the dependence on the renormalization range (rN  in this case) but to simplify the notation, 
the inclusion of the normalization factor in the normalized attenuated backscatter is signified by 
the subscript N. 

For the forward analysis direction, rN < r, so all the transmittances can be factorized as shown:  

 2 2 2(0, ) (0, ) ( , ).N NT r T r T r r=  (2.13)

Then, using (2.7) and (2.11), the normalized attenuated backscatter coefficient becomes 
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This equation can be rearranged to give the particulate backscatter at range r: 
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the particulate transmittance factor in equation (2.15) includes the unknown, βP(r), being sought.  
(SP is the lidar ratio for the aerosols in the region being analyzed and τP is the particulate optical 
thickness.)  We are, therefore, seeking a solution to an equation of the form )(xFx = .  Equations 
of this form are commonly solved using one of the fixed-point iteration schemes (e.g. Fröberg, 
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Section 2.5).  Some lidar researchers, (e.g. Elterman, 1966; Gambling and Bartusek, 1972 a, b 
and others) have used an iterative technique (also referred to in the literature as simple, linear, 
fixed-point, or Picard iteration, or repeated substitution) where, as a first step in the iterative 
solution, βP(r) in the particulate transmittance factor equation (2.16) is assigned an initial value 
of zero.  The value of βP(r) calculated from equation (2.15) with this approximation is then used 
to refine the particulate transmittance in equation (2.16).  This iteration between equations (2.15) 
and (2.16) is continued until changes in consecutive values of βP(r) are less than a predetermined 
tolerance.  Once the particulate backscatter has been retrieved, the particulate extinction is 
obtained by multiplying by the appropriate lidar ratio: 

 ( ) ( ).P P Pr S rσ β=  (2.17)

The solution then proceeds to the next range where the process is repeated. 

Where the backward analysis direction is used, a similar procedure is followed.  Now however, 
rN > r, so all the transmittance factors can be expressed as 
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The normalized, attenuated backscatter for the backward direction becomes 
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Equations (2.15) and (2.16) become, for the backward direction, 
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and 
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In the HERA analysis of the CALIPSO data, once a region or feature has been processed, the 
attenuated backscatter data in all regions that underlie it are renormalized by dividing by the 2

PT  
of the region just processed.  At first it might seem that this 2

PT  should be included in the 
renormalization factor CN (see equation (2.7)).  However, by studying again the representative 
complex scene depicted in Figure 2.3, it is obvious that the value of 2

PT  that overlies a feature is 
different in each column and differs from feature to feature.  (Note, for example, the different 
features that overlie each column of feature F12 in that figure.)  It is, therefore, far more correct 
(and convenient) to rescale the attenuated backscatter data in those columns, and only those 
columns, that are beneath the last region analyzed: 
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where rb and rt are, respectively, the ranges to the top and base of the region processed.  (The 
β’(r) here is a general representation of the attenuated backscatter array at the current stage of the 
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analysis process and may have been rescaled previously.)  The random component of the 
uncertainty in the underlying data points is also increased: 

 ).,(/)()( 2
btPN rrTrr ββ ′∆=′∆  (2.23)

It can be seen then that, as the analysis proceeds down through the atmosphere, the uncertainty in 
the retrievals is increased, as is expected, by the correction for the attenuation of the region just 
processed.  Errors in the attenuation correction can have similar effects to errors in the 
renormalization factor and produce biased retrievals as will be shown below.  This emphasizes 
the requirement that the initial calibration and in the specification of constraints or lidar ratios be 
as accurate as possible.  

It is possible for errors in the retrieval of features higher in a scene to be transferred down to 
lower features that are not directly below the upper feature.  This will occur if there is an 
intervening region or feature that occupies columns that are common to both upper and lower 
features.  In the Representative Complex Scene (Figure 2.3) errors in the retrieval of feature F10, 
for example, will lead to bias errors in the retrieval of feature F24, even though this feature is not 
directly below F10.  The error propagation occurs in the processes of rescaling below the upper 
feature and of forming the average profiles for the intervening clear regions and features.  In this 
example, the average profiles for clear regions 2 and 3 and features F12 and F21 will be affected 
by retrieval errors in F10 when the region in column P that underlies it is rescaled by the 
retrieved two-way transmittance of F10.  As F24 is below both clear regions and both F12 and 
F21, it will also be rescaled after these features are solved and any errors in the retrieved 
transmittance will be propagated as biases to the analysis of F24.  Propagation of bias errors is 
estimated by calculating the contribution of errors in the retrieved transmittances of upper 
features to the renormalization factors of lower features or clear regions.  In the example at hand, 
when F10 is solved, the combined systematic and random components of the uncertainty in the 
transmittance are added to column 16 of an array of bias estimates.  The bias error in the 
renormalization factor for feature F12 (or clear region 2 below F10) is calculated by averaging 
the bias estimates in all of the columns that overlie it.  This bias error estimate is thus propagated 
to the estimate of the bias error in the transmittance of F12 and the whole complex feature of 
which it is a part, and thence to clear region 3, F21 and, ultimately, F24. 

2.3.2.1. Newton’s (Newton-Raphson) Method algorithm 

The Hybrid Extinction Retrieval Algorithm used in the analysis of CALIPSO lidar data uses 
different methods depending on the circumstances.  It has been found in tests with simulated data 
that much faster convergence is achieved in regions of moderate to high particulate extinction 
using a Newton’s Method iterative scheme rather than the simple scheme described above.  
(Newton’s method is also known as the Newton-Raphson method.  See, for example, Fröberg, 
section 2.2).  As highly attenuating regions are always analyzed in the forward direction in the 
extinction algorithm, the Newton-Raphson method is employed exclusively in the forward 
branch of the algorithm.  (The extra complexity involved in calculating the derivative of the 
function and the extra logical branching associated with testing for zero-valued derivatives led to 
the decision to retain the simple iteration for backward retrievals where the convergence in the 
more tenuous regions analyzed is always rapid.)  

In the Newton-Raphson method, successive estimates, k, of the particulate backscatter at any 
range, r, from the lidar are obtained from the familiar formula: 
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In the implementation of the method in HERA, 
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is the derivative of  f(βP(r)) with respect to βP(r) at βP,k(r) and δr is the range increment at range 
r.  The initial value of βP,k(r) at each range step (i.e. βP,0(r)) is obtained from (2.15).  Once 
convergence of βP(r) is attained, the particulate transmittance is calculated using (2.16) and the 
analysis proceeds to the next range step.  

2.3.2.2. Special considerations in the renormalization of CALIPSO retrievals 

Difficulties arise in the renormalization of attenuated backscatter profiles in two areas.  First, as 
there is likely to be negligible measurable molecular scattering at 1064 nm, normalization to a 
modeled molecular profile at this wavelength is not possible.  The second difficulty arises from 
the fact that the HERA module will be required to analyze averaged feature profiles where 
another feature of different horizontal extent and lidar ratio is adjacent at the top of the feature to 
be analyzed (e.g. features 8-10, 14-20 and 22-38 in the Representative Complex Scene in Figure 
2.3).  It is not possible, in these situations, to renormalize the averaged, attenuated backscatter 
profile for these features to a molecular model.  Both difficulties are overcome by the following 
means.  First, the normalization of these profiles is always performed at the first point (top) in 
the feature.  Second, when the normalization factor is calculated, particular care must be taken to 
ensure that the transmittance between the adjacent point in the overlying feature and the first 
point in the current feature, 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 , exp .exp ,P N N N P N N P P NT r r r r r r r r S rδ η δ σ δ η β− = − − − −⎡ ⎤ ⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦  (2.27)

is calculated correctly and included.   

2.3.2.3. Lidar ratio adjustment to prevent diverging and negative retrievals 

An inspection of equations (2.15) and (2.16) reveals a potential instability in the analysis in the 
forward direction.  If the normalization factor calculated using equation (2.7) is too small or the 
lidar ratio in equation (2.16) too large, then the attenuated backscatter in equation (2.14) and 
retrieved backscatter in equation (2.15) will be too large.  As the retrieved backscatter is used in 
calculating the particulate transmittance correction through equation (2.15), this latter value will 
be too small and will lead to an even larger value of βP(r).  Divergence can occur, with the 
solution eventually becoming undefined.  Divergence is determined by testing for an increase in 
the absolute value of the difference between successive estimates of βP(r).  The situation is 
corrected by decreasing the value of the lidar ratio and restarting the retrieval from the top of the 
region being analyzed. 
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Another form of error can occur where the lidar ratio is too small.  This can lead to negative 
values of retrieved particulate backscatter.  This condition is determined by testing if the 
retrieved values of βP(r) at a number of consecutive ranges are negative when the corresponding 
values of the attenuated backscatter are positive.  In these cases the lidar ratio is increased. 

In situations of moderate to high optical thickness, it is possible that an adjustment of the lidar 
ratio in one direction in order to overcome one problem may well cause an additional problem.  
For example, increasing the lidar ratio to prevent negative retrievals may well cause the solution 
to diverge.  In order to overcome this difficulty the following scheme is adopted, in which the 
adjustments of the lidar ratio up and down are linked.  If a change in one direction (a decrease, 
for example) is required and if there have been fewer than five adjustments in that or in the 
opposite direction (an increase), then a one percent adjustment (a decrease in this example) is 
made to the lidar ratio.  Once there has also been an adjustment in the opposite direction, the new 
value of the lidar ratio is chosen as the mean of the last increased value and the previous 
decreased value.  The result is a lidar ratio that is neither too large nor too small and converges 
quickly to the correct value.  As the optical depth increases, the constraint on the allowable 
values of Sp becomes tighter.  The scheme is illustrated in Figure 2.4. 

j = jcal

loop = loop + 1

Calculate
βPj

DIVERGING
SP

- =

MIN(SP,SP
-)

Loop < 5 SP = 0.99*SP

SP =
MAX(0.95*SP,SP

+)

F

T T

F

-ve TREND
SP

+ =

MAX(SP,SP
+)

Loop <  5 SP = 1.01*SP

SP = 0.5(SP+SP
-)

F

T T

F

Correction of Sp Errors in Forward Extinction Solution

j = j+1

loop = 1

 
Figure 2.4: Simplified flowchart of the adjustment of the lidar ratio in the CALIPSO extinction 
solver.  S- and S+ are, respectively, the converging least upper and greatest lower bounds to 
the particulate lidar ratio that is under adjustment.  They are initialized to maximum and 
minimum acceptable lidar ratios as specified in the run-time file.  See text for a detailed 
explanation. 
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2.3.2.4. Error / Uncertainty analyses 

The magnitude of possible errors in the retrieved quantities is estimated by analyzing the 
propagation of uncertainties in the input variables.  The error (or uncertainty) analyses for both 
the forward and backward directions are virtually identical, as can be deduced by comparing 
equations (2.15) and (2.16) with (2.20) and (2.21).  While the analyses are identical for both 
forward and backward solutions, because of the quite different magnitudes of the various 
quantities at near-point and far-point normalization ranges, the growth of the uncertainties with 
range is quite different.  The analysis that follows assumes a retrieval in the forward direction.  
In the following uncertainty analysis, random and systematic errors will be estimated separately 
then combined in quadrature in the final result.  (The sensitivities of the retrievals of particulate 
optical thickness and two-way transmittance to a range of systematic errors in profile calibration 
and lidar ratios are examined in detail in Section 2.3.3.) 

Random errors 

We shall now examine the effects of random errors in the attenuated backscatter coefficient 
profile, the molecular backscatter profile and the molecular, two-way transmittance profile on the 
estimated random errors in the particulate backscatter, extinction and two-way transmittance.  It 
will be assumed that the random uncertainties in the different quantities are uncorrelated.  While 
this may not always be strictly true, it is expected that any errors incurred in this approximation 
will be much smaller than the main contributors to the overall uncertainties.  

From equation (2.15), the uncertainty in the retrieved particulate backscatter coefficient can be 
written 
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 (2.28)

Here, βT(r) is the total backscatter coefficient at range r.  The uncertainty ∆β'N(r) is the standard 
deviation of the average of the values of β'N(r) contributing to the average profile, scaled by the 
renormalization factor.  The uncertainty ∆βM(r) results from the uncertainty in the molecular 
density profile supplied by the Met Manager.  This uncertainty is used to calculate the 
uncertainty in the molecular two-way transmittance profile ∆TM

2(rN,r).  Obviously, this is an 
example where the uncertainties are not completely independent.  The correlation between the 
molecular backscatter and transmittance, and the values of these quantities at consecutive ranges, 
is dependent on the vertical resolution of the molecular density model and that of the lidar data.  
Corrections for these correlations will be made when more information is obtained on the final 
format of the Met Manager data.  Currently, no uncertainties in the meteorological data are 
supplied by the Met Manager so the required uncertainties are calculated from the variability of 
the meteorological profiles in any 80 km along-track section of data.  Meteorological profiles are 
available, typically, every 55 km along track.  The molecular backscatter and two-way 
transmittance profiles used in the analysis of lidar data in the 80 km section of data are calculated 
from the averages of the available meteorological profiles.  Because there is usually a trend in 
the changes in the profiles along track, the differences between the average profiles for an 80 km 
section and the true profiles are likely to be systematic.  Therefore, the uncertainties in the 
molecular backscatter and two-way transmittance profiles are treated as bias errors in the current 
analysis.  Note that the uncertainty at the normalization range, ∆TM

2(0,rN) will bias the 
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normalization of the whole profile and is considered in the next section.  The second term in 
equation (2.28) refers to random errors in the molecular transmittance between rN and r.  The 
uncertainty in the particulate transmittance term in equation (2.28) is derived from equation 
(2.16): 

 ).,()(2
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2

rrr
rrT
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 (2.29)

The optical thickness can be expressed as the product of the lidar ratio and the integrated 
backscatter: 

 ( , ) ( , ),P N P P Nr r S r rτ γ=  (2.30)

from which we can derive an expression for the uncertainty: 

 ).,(),( rrSrr NPPN γτ ∆=∆  (2.31)

In the software implementation of the extinction retrieval algorithm, the integrated particulate 
backscatter coefficient is calculated at each range increment using trapezoidal integration: 
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where δrj is the jth range increment.  (These range increments are not all the same.)  Because the 
uncertainties in the particulate backscatter are primarily a result of the statistical noise in the 
input profiles of attenuated backscatter and are, therefore, uncorrelated, the uncertainty in γPj can 
now be calculated by summing the variances: 
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However, as the first term in equation (2.33) is the unknown in equation (2.28), this term is 
evaluated by initially setting ∆βj to ∆βj-1 and iterating using equations (2.28) and (2.33) until 
convergence is achieved following a similar procedure to that used in the iteration of equations 
(2.15) and (2.16).  Finally, the uncertainty in the aerosol extinction coefficient can be derived 
from equation (2.17): 

 ).()( rSr PPP βσ ∆=∆  (2.34)

Biases produced by systematic errors 

We now consider the propagation of biases due to errors in the initial calibration and in the 
effective lidar ratio.  (The effective lidar ratio is the product of the lidar ratio and the multiple 
scattering function, both of which may be in error.  In the analysis below, the errors will be 
combined.)  It will be shown how errors in these quantities cause bias errors in the retrieved 
particulate extinction profile and thence in the particulate transmittance that is used to 
renormalize signals from lower regions of the atmosphere.    

If a retrieval is initiated at the first point in the profile near 40 km altitude, then the normalization 
factor is calculated from equation (2.7) in which it is assumed that the transmittance losses due to 
aerosols above the normalization height, and aerosol scattering at the normalization height, are 
both zero.  (It can be shown that the two assumptions are equivalent in the current analysis.)  If 
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this is not the case and either the molecular or particulate two-way transmittance is specified 
incorrectly, then a bias error will occur.  If 2T̂  represents the estimated value of the two-way 
transmittance, then the estimated, erroneous, retrieved particulate backscatter can be calculated 
from equation (2.15) as 
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where 
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is the factor that describes the normalization bias error.  (This factor can include the estimate of 
the calibration error.)  The bias error in the retrieved particulate backscatter is then 

 b P P P N0 T N0 P N0 M
ˆ( (r)) (r) (r) (F 1) (r) (F 1) (r) (F 1) (r)ε β = β − β = − β = − β + − β  (2.37)

so that the normalization error produces an apparent error in the molecular backscatter as well as 
in the particulate backscatter.  If we then define the relative error in the effective particulate lidar 
ratio that we select for the analysis as 

 ,/ˆ
PPS SSR =  (2.38)

then the estimated, erroneous, particulate extinction coefficient can be written as  

 ).()1()()(ˆˆ)(ˆ 00 rFSRrFSRrSr MNPSPNPSPPP βββσ −+==  (2.39)

The bias error in the retrieved particulate extinction is then  

 ).()1()()1()()(ˆ))(( 00 rFSRrSFRrrr MNPSPPNSPPPb ββσσσε −+−=−=  (2.40)

The biased particulate optical thickness over the next range increment δr can then be derived: 

 ),()1()()(ˆ),(ˆ 00 rFSrRrFSrRrrrrr MNPSPNPSPP βδβδσδδτ −+==+  (2.41)

with bias error 

 ).()1()()1()),(( 00 rFSrRrSFRrrrr MNPSPPNSPb βδβδδτε −+−=+  (2.42)

Assuming that the second term in (2.42) is the only systematic error in τM(r,r+δr), we can write 

 ),,(),(),( rrrrrrrrr MPT δτδτδτ +++=+  (2.43)

and 

 )).,((),(),(ˆ)),(( rrrrrrrrrrrr PbPPTb δτεδτδτδτε +=+−+=+  (2.44)

By combining equations (2.36) and (2.44) we can write    

 2 2ˆ ˆ/ exp(2( )) exp(2 ( )),N P P b PF T T τ τ ε τ= = − =  (2.45)

which then leads to the expression for the bias error in the retrieval at the next range increment: 
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This bias then feeds into the calculation of the particular backscatter at the next range: 
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The bias error is  

 ).()1()()1())(( 0101 rrFFrrFFrr MNNPNNPb δβδβδβε +−++−=+  (2.49)

It can be shown then that the propagated bias error in the retrieved quantities at n range 
increments from the starting range can be described by the general equations: 
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Although the random and bias errors in the retrieved quantities are calculated and propagated 
separately at each successive range step, they are combined in the quoted total error estimate at 
each range: 

 ( ) .)())(()( 2/122 xxx bt ∆+= εε  (2.54)

2.3.3. Sensitivity Analysis 

The error and uncertainty analysis presented in Section 2.3.2.4 studied the propagation of errors 
or uncertainties in various input quantities and derived general expressions for the resulting 
uncertainties in the output data products.  This section examines the sensitivity of the retrievals 
to systematic errors in the calibration and renormalization factors, the lidar ratio used in the 
retrieval and errors in the transmittance values used to constrain the retrieval.  The sensitivities 
are presented over a range of values of atmospheric parameters and systematic errors.  
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2.3.3.1. Calibration and Renormalization Errors 

Using the integrated attenuated backscatter equation (Fernald et al., 1972), 

 2(1 ) /(2 ),P PT Sγ η′ = −  (2.55)

and rearranging it to give an equation for the estimated two-way particulate transmittance that 
results from an incorrectly calibrated attenuated backscatter profile (and hence integrated 
attenuated backscatter) we have: 

 2 1 2 .P PT Sη γ ′= −  (2.56)

Here we omit the range interval of integration for clarity and use the layer-effective multiple 
scattering factor η .  Calibration and renormalization errors can result from either an incorrect 
specification of the transmittance between the lidar and the calibration (or renormalization) range 
or an incorrect assessment of the scattering ratio at the normalization range.  Either way, the 
attenuated backscatter profile is either too low or too high by the ratio PPNR γγ ′′= /  that takes the 
value unity if the calibration or renormalization is correct.  (Strictly, /N T TR γ γ′ ′= , but here we 
assume that 

P Mγ γ′ ′  as it is in these conditions that the errors become significant.)  Therefore, 
in an unconstrained retrieval,  

 2 21 (1 ),P N PT R T= − −  (2.57)

and we can see that  
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The relative error in the retrieved T2can then be written: 
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Using (2.3) we can write the error in the retrieved particulate optical thickness as 
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 (2.60)

or, as a relative error: 
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It can be seen that the relative error becomes undefined when  
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2.3.3.2. Lidar Ratio Errors 

Equation (2.55) above can also be used to explore the effects of errors in the specified lidar ratio 
on unconstrained retrievals.  The incorrectly retrieved, two-way particulate transmittance 
resulting from an incorrectly specified lidar ratio is then   

 2 1 2 .P P PT Sη γ ′= −  (2.63)

Substituting for Pγ ′ using (2.55) we have 
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or 
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The similarity with (2.57) is obvious and it is also apparent that  
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which is of the same form as (2.59).  Therefore, realizing that the ratios )/( PP SS  and RN are 
equivalent, we can write the relative errors in the retrieved particulate transmittance and optical 
thickness as 
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and 
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Using the symbol r to signify either )/( PP SS  or RN, the sensitivities of the retrieved two-way 
particulate transmittance and optical thickness are plotted in Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6, 
respectively.  Equation (2.67) can also be written in the form   
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 (2.69)

Thus, Figure 2.6 also shows the sensitivity of the retrieved particulate transmittance to relative 
errors in the specified lidar ratio. 
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Figure 2.5: Sensitivity of retrieved two-way particulate transmittance to errors in the calibration 
or specified lidar ratio. Contours are of the relative error in 2

PT  as a function of 2
PT  and r, 

where r is either the relative calibration error RN or the ratio of the specified to true lidar ratio.  
Errors are positive for r < 1.0.  

 
Figure 2.6: Sensitivity of retrieved particulate optical thickness to errors in the calibration or 
specified lidar ratio.  Contours are of the relative error in τP as a function of τP and r, where r is 
either the relative calibration error RN or the ratio of the specified to true lidar ratio.  The 
multiple scattering factor is taken as unity.  Positive errors occur for r > 1 and negative errors 
for r < 1.  The errors in the top-right region of the figure are undefined as described by 
equation (2.61). 

2.3.3.3. Transmittance Constraint Errors 

Consider now the situation of constrained retrievals.  As the retrieval is constrained by adjusting 
the lidar ratio to match the retrieved transmittance (or optical thickness) to a specified value, the 
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error in the lidar ratio that results from the use of a wrong transmittance constraint can be 
determined from equation (2.69) as 
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It can be seen that relative error in the retrieved lidar ratio increases for values of transmittance 
close to unity.  In these situations of low attenuation, the retrieval of an extinction profile is only 
relatively weakly dependent on the lidar ratio and, therefore, the relative error is large.  

The relative accuracy to which SP must be known, in an unconstrained retrieval, to achieve the 
particulate optical thickness to a specified relative accuracy can be derived from equation (2.70) 
using equation (2.3): 
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1 exp( 2 )
P P P

P
P P P

S
S

ε ητ ε τητ
ητ τ

⎛ ⎞−
= ⎜ ⎟− −⎝ ⎠

 (2.71)

This is plotted in Figure 2.7 as a function of τP and ε(τP)/τP using a value of unity for η.  In 
Figure 2.8, the same function is plotted using a fixed value of the relative error in the particulate 
optical thickness of ten percent. 

 
Figure 2.7: The required relative accuracy in the specified lidar ratio in order to retrieve the 
particulate optical thickness to a specified accuracy, plotted as a function of the particulate 
optical thickness of the feature. 
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Figure 2.8: The required relative accuracy in the specified lidar ratio in order to retrieve the 
particulate optical thickness to a specified accuracy of 10% plotted as a function of the optical 
thickness of the feature. 

2.4. Implementation of the Hybrid Extinction Retrieval Algorithm (HERA) 
2.4.1. Introduction 

This section describes the algorithms needed for the retrieval of particulate backscatter and 
extinction information from CALIPSO lidar data.  The analysis proceeds top down, across all 
resolutions, in order of increasing range of the features from the lidar.  HERA creates and 
processes its own averaged profiles using the fine (5 km) resolution input profiles and the layer 
description data supplied by SIBYL. 

As the analysis is quite complicated and involves many different pathways depending on the 
nature of the signal being processed, whether it be feature or clear air, cloud or aerosol, partially 
or completely attenuated, among other things, the HERA procedures are described using several 
annotated flowcharts.  The description below begins with an overview of the algorithms, and 
then follows with more detailed flow charts and explanations for cases of simple features, 
complex features and embedded features.  While the overview is written to describe the 
procedures in a general manner, which is without reference to a particular software framework, 
the detailed explanations that follow necessarily refer in places to particular data structures and 
arrays.  This is unavoidable for at least two reasons.  First, the actual “extinction engine” or 
iterative retrieval algorithm already exists and has a defined interface of input and output 
parameters, and an expectation of the availability of other data through various modules.  
Secondly, within this document several specific variable names and operations are defined in 
order to improve the legibility and to reduce ambiguity in the flowcharts. 
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2.4.2. Overview of the Algorithms 

An overview of the algorithm structure is presented in Figure 2.9.  This flowchart contains three 
columns, each describing the tasks involved in retrieving extinction for scenes of different 
degrees of complexity.  In the following, reference to variables in the flowcharts will use 12-pt 
Arial font except where Greek symbols are used. 

2.4.2.1. Simple features and clear regions 

The column on the left considers retrievals from the simplest cases, those from apparently clear 
regions and from simple features.  Clear regions are those regions in which no features have been 
identified.  Simple features are layers bounded everywhere both above and below by clear 
regions; that is, they are not vertically adjacent to other features at the top or base, nor do they 
contain other embedded features.  Simple features are assumed to be homogeneous, in that they 
contain particles of only one type that can be correctly characterized by a single lidar ratio. 

The process begins by retrieving the analysis parameters stored in a run-time file, and reading the 
layer descriptors and lidar and meteorological profiles.  The layer descriptors contain 
information on the location of top and base, horizontal extent, two-way transmittance, lidar ratio, 
integrated attenuated backscatter, and so on, for each detected feature listed in order of 
increasing range from the lidar (decreasing altitude).  The lidar profile data are profiles of 
attenuated backscatter, calibrated at the top of the atmosphere, and averaged to 5 km horizontal 
resolution.  As described in the layer detection ATBD (PC-SCI-202 Part 2), the profiles retrieved 
by HERA have been cleared of finer-resolution, boundary layer clouds.  The rest of the steps are 
contained in a loop that begins with the first feature and progresses to the last.  Here nf is the 
total number of features detected in the data block.  The quantity Fjf that appears in the flowchart 
means feature number jf, where jf is the index of the loop.  To improve legibility, use is made of 
a logical variable done that is set to TRUE when the relevant feature has been satisfactorily 
analyzed.  So the third box in the column is simply testing whether feature with index jf has been 
processed.  

The analysis algorithm proceeds by analyzing clear regions above a feature then by analyzing the 
feature.1 First, the vertical and horizontal extent of the clear region needs to be defined.  Once 
this is done, the signals from this region are averaged to produce a representative profile that is 
then analyzed (or solved).  The attenuation associated with the clear region is calculated in this 
step and is then used to correct all the underlying lidar profiles of attenuated backscatter, β’, for 
this attenuation.  As the layer descriptors may also be affected by this attenuation, these are also 
rescaled where necessary.  Situations where this rescaling is not required are those where SIBYL 
has renormalized below an overlying feature and effectively rescaled all data below this by the 
attenuation of the overlying feature. 

The rest of the column on the left concerns the analysis of features.  For simple features, the 
process is similar to that for clear regions, with the spatial extent of the feature being defined, the 
signals in this region averaged, the profile solved and the underlying data rescaled.  If a 

                                                 
1 Readers are reminded that solutions for “clear air” regions can be disabled using the HERA configuration 
file, and that in such cases the particulate optical depths and backscatter and extinction coefficients 
within these regions are set uniformly to zero.  For the initial release of the CALIOP extinction 
data products, solutions in “clear air” are disabled. 
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constrained solution is required, the lidar ratio is adjusted to constrain the retrieved optical 
thickness to match that supplied by the SCA.  Once a satisfactory retrieval has been achieved, 
done is set TRUE for that feature.  Before a feature is solved, a feature is examined to see if it is 
complex (vertically adjacent to another feature).  This is indicated by the test half way down the 
column. 

2.4.2.2. Complex features 

Complex features, defined here as contiguous regions that contain features that are vertically 
adjacent to other dissimilar features are considered in the central column.  As there may be 
several complex features in an 80 km data block, each is given an index and defined by the 
indices of its constituent features.  Similarly, the layer descriptors for each constituent feature 
specify the index of the particular complex feature to which the constituent feature belongs.  The 
first step is to identify the complex feature.  Here jcf is the index of the complex feature that 
contains the feature identified by the index jf in the loop in the left column.  

For the case of complex scenes, there are more unknowns (i.e., the lidar ratios of the individual, 
constituent features) than constraints (transmittance values or optical thicknesses).  The problem 
is, therefore, underdetermined and no unique solution exists.  However, HERA attempts to find a 
solution that produces an overall attenuation of the complex feature that is consistent with the 
value determined by considering the reduction in the signal passing through the complex feature.  
This attenuation is the effective optical thickness (ητ) averaged over the complete horizontal 
extent of the complex feature.  This step is indicated in the second of the three boxes linking the 
first column to the start of the central column.  The central column contains a loop in which each 
of the mcf features in the current complex feature is analyzed, and the lidar ratios of the 
constituent features adjusted in an attempt to achieve consistency between the calculated 
effective optical thickness, ητc, calculated from the retrieved extinction profiles and the values 
of η, and the measured value, ητm. 

The solution of the signals from the complex features is comparable to the solution of simple 
features in the first column, with one significant variation.  As the features are vertically 
adjacent, and some may contain embedded features, it is often not possible to obtain a final 
solution for each feature and then correct underlying features for the associated attenuation 
before the underlying features are solved.  Because the final values of all the lidar ratios are not 
known at the start, solutions must be iterated and their contributions to the attenuation of 
underlying features continually tracked and updated.  While there are numerous software 
strategies than can be successfully applied to this task, within the flowcharts we will describe the 
required operations with reference to a temporary ‘scratch array’, σtemp.  The overlying 
attenuation for each constituent of a complex feature is calculated by integrating the values in 
σtemp that lie above the feature in question, and correcting for the multiple scatter function η.  
This integral (here ccal) is used for temporary scaling of the attenuated backscatter profile before 
an extinction retrieval is performed.  
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Figure 2.9: Overview of HERA’s analysis pathways. 
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If a check of the consistency of the retrieved and measured optical thicknesses is feasible, then 
the calculated value is obtained by integrating σtemp, scaled by η, and averaging across the 
horizontal extent of the complex feature.  If the measured and calculated values are not 
consistent within a predefined tolerance, then adjustments are made to the lidar ratio of the 
feature with the largest γ’.  This procedure is repeated as required, with the lidar ratios of 
progressively weaker features (decreasing γ’) being adjusted until consistency is achieved.  
Attenuated backscatter profile data for regions that underlie the complex feature are then 
rescaled for the attenuation in each column of the complex feature, and all the features that have 
been processed are marked as having been “done”.  Processing then returns to the main loop in 
the first column.  

2.4.2.3. Complex embedded features 

A further degree of complexity arises when features contain embedded features.  An embedded 
feature is one that has a smaller horizontal and vertical extent than the feature that contains it.  
The larger feature cannot be solved independently in this case, as parts of it have been attenuated 
by some unknown amount by the smaller, embedded feature.  Nor can the embedded feature be 
solved until the attenuation due to overlying regions of the containing feature is known.  The 
problem is solved iteratively, with the larger feature being solved first, then the embedded 
features.  Although the retrieval of the regions of the larger feature that underlie the embedded 
feature will be incorrect on the first pass, because of the lack of correction for the attenuation 
caused by the embedded feature, the embedded feature, which is solved after the larger feature, 
will be solved correctly.  On the second pass, the averaged profile of the larger, surrounding 
feature will be correctly rescaled for the attenuation of the embedded feature and the retrieved 
extinction profile will be correct.  For complex features containing many embedded features, or 
with multiple levels of embeddedness, more than two passes will be required before all the 
features are retrieved correctly.  The convergence to the correct answer is determined by 
checking the effective embedded ητ.  

The analysis of features that contain embedded features is shown in the column on the right.  The 
process begins by determining the number of features, nembed, that are embedded in the 
current feature, lf.  Next, this larger feature is solved in much the same way as the complex 
features that do not contain embedded features are solved in the central column.  The first 
significant difference is the internal loop in which each of the embedded features, lfe, is solved.  
The other difference is the iteration of the retrieval of the complex, embedded feature until the 
total effective optical thickness converges.  After all the features have been analyzed the 
processing returns to the complex feature loop in the central column. 

2.4.3. Detailed Description of the Analysis Process 

2.4.3.1. Definitions 

Throughout this section, reference will be made to clear air or clear regions, simple features, 
complex features, and embedded features.  These terms are defined here with further 
explanation. 

Clear regions are regions in which there are no identified features.  However, there may be 
particulate scatterers that cause significant attenuation.  Such materials, like biomass-burning 
aerosols, have a high carbon content and thus a high ratio of extinction to backscatter.  
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Therefore, while the attenuation may be significant, the backscatter contrast may be too low to 
enable detection. 

Simple features are features that are not in contact with other features at their bases or tops (i.e. 
they are not vertically adjacent) and do not contain embedded features.  They are characterized 
by a single type of scatterer with a single lidar ratio at each wavelength.  If an independent 
measurement of transmittance is available, then this may be used to derive a constrained retrieval 
of the extinction profile though the simple feature.   

Complex features are features that are made up of many simple features that are connected to 
form a continuous area of particulate scattering.  Complex features have regions with different 
lidar ratios.  The simplest example is two layers, of the same horizontal resolution but with 
different lidar ratios, which are vertically adjacent.  Complex features can also contain embedded 
features.  Because there are more unknowns (lidar ratios) than available constraints, 
(transmittance measurements), constrained solutions are not possible with complex features.  The 
best that can be done is that the lidar ratios of the constituent features be adjusted until the 
average optical thickness, measured across the whole horizontal extent of the feature, agrees with 
that calculated over the same horizontal extent from the retrieved extinction profiles of the 
constituent features.   

Embedded features are features that have a smaller horizontal extent than the feature in which 
they are embedded, and are contained completely within the vertical limits of the containing 
feature.  Because the transmittance of the embedded feature cannot be determined separately 
from that of the containing feature, a constrained retrieval is not possible.  

2.4.3.2. Required Input Data 

(a) Settings File Data 

To ensure maximum flexibility at runtime, the various constants and computational limits that 
control the execution of the HERA routines are stored externally in a configuration file. 

(b) Meteorological Data 

Various profiles of meteorological parameters are used in several areas of the algorithms, 
including signal normalization and extinction, and backscatter profile retrieval.  The required 
quantities are listed below in Table 2.1 (scalar quantities) and Table 2.2 (profile data). 

(c) Layer Descriptor Data 

These data are supplied by SIBYL and/or the SCA, and define the spatial and optical properties 
of each feature, including all of the following: 

• A set of “layer descriptors” that contains an ordered list of all features detected within the 
data block.  These features will be listed in order of decreasing altitude of the top of the 
feature, regardless of the horizontal averaging used to detect the feature.  Features with 
identical tops are further sorted in order of increasing “adjacency values” (defined below) 

• A separate complex feature list that includes an ordered list of the features contained in each 
complex feature.  The number and index of features embedded within each feature will be 
supplied also.  See definitions of mcfn, cffn, cfgp, and embedlist below. 

• Individual layer descriptors will include the two-way transmittance, T2, integrated attenuated 
backscatter, γ’, particulate lidar ratio, Sp, and an opacity flag (defined below) 
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Table 2.3 lists the required parameters. 

(d) Lidar Profile Data 

Profiles of measured lidar backscatter data, averaged to the standard HERA retrieval grid (i.e., 
5 km horizontal resolution spanning a continuous distance of 80 km); see Table 2.4 for a 
complete listing. 

Table 2.1: Meteorological Data 

 
Flowchart 
Parameter Interpretation 

1 ccal_532 The 532-nm calibration factor  

2 dc532 Uncertainty in calibration factor at 532 nm 

3 ccal_064 The 1064-nm calibration factor 

4 dc064 Uncertainty in calibration factor at 1064 nm 

5 h_trop Height of tropopause (km) 

6 i_trop Array index of tropopause 

7 z_lid  Altitude of lidar  (km)  

8 Sa_532_strat Stratospheric Aerosol lidar ratio for clear regions (sr) 

9 dSa_532_strat Uncertainty in Stratospheric Aerosol lidar ratio (sr) 

10 Sa_532_trop Tropospheric Aerosol lidar ratio for clear regions (sr) 

11 dSa_532_trop Uncertainty in Tropospheric Aerosol lidar ratio (sr) 
 

Table 2.2: Meteorological Profile Data 

 Flowchart 
Parameter Interpretation 

1 nvals Number of values (height levels) in profiles 

2 altitude(nvals) Altitude array for lidar and meteorological data (km) 

3 bm532(nvals) Array of 532-nm molecular backscatter values (km-1sr-1) 

4 dbm532(nvals)  Array of 532-nm molecular backscatter uncertainty values (km-1sr-1) 

5 t2m532(nvals) Array of 532-nm molecular transmittance values  

6 dt2m532(nvals) Array of 532-nm molecular transmittance uncertainty values  

7 bm064(nvals) Array of 1064-nm molecular backscatter values (km-1sr-1) 

8 dbm064(nvals) Array of 1064-nm molecular backscatter uncertainty values (km-1sr-1) 

9 t2m064(nvals) Array of 1064-nm molecular transmittance values  

10 dt2m064(nvals) Array of 1064-nm molecular backscatter uncertainty values  
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Table 2.3: Detected Feature Data 

 Flowchart 
Parameter Interpretation 

1 nlayers = nf Number of detected layers (features) 

2 h_surf(ncols) Altitude of surface (km). This is supplied for each of the nfine columns. 

3 i_surf(ncols) Array index of altitude of surface 

4 h_last(ncols) Last valid altitude in signal (km) 

5 i_last(ncols) Array index of last valid altitude 

6 moflag(j) Feature opacity flag for feature j. (See definition below.) 

7 maflag(j) Feature adjacency flag (See definition below.) 

8 mcfn(j) Index of complex feature containing current feature 

9 mhave(j) Horizontal averaging resolution (1, 4, 16) 

10 mhfst(j) First column(horizontal index) in which feature detected 

11 mhlst(j) Last column(horizontal index) in which feature detected 

12 hbase(j) Altitude of base of feature number j ≤ nlayers (km) 

13 mbase(j) Array index of base j 

14 htop(j) Altitude of top of feature j 

15 mtop(j) Array index of top j 

16 t2l532(j) Two-way transmittance at 532 nm for feature j. 

17 dt2l532(j) Uncertainty in two-way transmittance at 532 nm for feature j 

18 Sp532(j) Average lidar ratio at 532 nm for feature j (sr) 

19 dSp532(j) Uncertainty in average lidar ratio at 532 nm for feature j (sr) 

20 gp532(j) Integrated attenuated backscatter at 532 nm for feature j (sr-1) 

21 dgp532(j) Uncertainty in 532-nm integrated attenuated backscatter (sr-1) 

22 t2l064(j) Two-way transmittance at 1064 nm for feature j 

23 dt2l064(j) Uncertainty in two-way transmittance at 1064 nm for feature j 

24 Sp064(j) Average lidar ratio at 1064 nm for feature j (sr) 

25 dSp064(j) Uncertainty in average lidar ratio at 1064 nm for feature j (sr) 

26 gp064(j) Integrated attenuated backscatter at 1064 nm for feature j (sr-1) 

27 dgp064(j) Uncertainty in 1064-nm integrated attenuated backscatter (sr-1) 
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Table 2.4: Lidar and Model Profile Data (j is the range index and k is the 5 km profile index) 

 Parameter Meaning 
1 bt2_532(j,k) Profile of attenuated backscatter β’(r) at 532 nm (km-1sr-1) 

2 dbt2_532(j,k) Uncertainty in attenuated backscatter, ∆β’(r) at 532 nm (km-1sr-1) 

3 eta532(j,k) Profile of multiple scattering factor η(r) at 532 nm 

4 deta532(j,k) Uncertainty in multiple scattering factor, ∆η(r) at 532 nm 

5 bt2_064(j,k) Profile of attenuated backscatter β’(r) at 1064 nm (km-1sr-1) 

6 dbt2_064(j,k) Profile of  attenuated backscatter uncertainty, ∆β’(r)  at 1064 nm (km-1sr-1) 

7 eta064(j,k) Profile of multiple scattering factor η(r) at 1064 nm 

8 deta064(j,k)   Profile of uncertainty in multiple scattering factor, ∆η(r) at 1064 nm 

9 t2Aref(j) Reference profile of background aerosol transmittance 2
Aref (r)T  (default=1.0) 

10 dt2Aref(j) Profile of uncertainty in background aerosol transmittance, 2
Aref (r)∆T   

 

2.4.3.3. Internal and External Output Data 

(a) Extinction Retrieval Quality Flags 

On completion of the analysis of each feature, a quality flag is assigned according to the nature 
of the retrieval. 

mqaflag(nf)   =       retrieval quality flag (Add bits. ) 

   = 0 unconstrained retrieval 

   = 1 constrained retrieval 

   = 2 Sp reduced to prevent divergence 

   = 4 Sp increased to reduce negative values of βp   

   = 8 Surface detected (βp > βmax) 

   = 16 τ > τmax. Signal is totally attenuated 

   = 32 ∆τ > ∆τmax 

   = 64 Sp converges but too many negative values 

   = 128 Retrieval terminated at maximum iterations 

   = 256 Solution not possible with acceptable / supplied Sp 

   = 512 Consistency not possible with acceptable/supplied Sp 

   = 1024 Feature is top feature in column 

   = 2048 Overlying ητ < 1.0 
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   = 4096 Overlying ητ < 2.0 

   = 8192 Overlying ητ ≥ 2.0 

   =   32768 No extinction retrieval attempted for feature   

(b) Output Layer Variables   

Some of the data values below also form part of the “layer descriptor” data supplied by SIBYL 
and/or the SCA.  The values listed below in Table 2.5 and Table 2.6, however, are updated 
values of the parameters as calculated by HERA.  

Table 2.5: Output Layer Data 

 Parameter Meaning 
1 C_n532(j) Updated value of the 532-nm normalization factor for feature j. 

2 dC_n532(j) Uncertainty in the 532-nm normalization factor for feature j 

3 Sf532(j) Updated (final) value of 532-nm lidar ratio for feature j. (sr) 

4 dSf532(j) Updated (final) value of 532-nm lidar ratio uncertainty for feature j. (sr) 

5 tauf532(j) Updated (final) value of 532-nm optical thickness for feature j. 

6 dtauf532(j) Uncertainty in the value of 532-nm optical thickness for feature j. 

7 betal532(j) Layer averaged 532-nm particulate backscatter for feature j. ((km.sr)-1). 

8 dbetal532(j) Uncertainty in averaged 532-nm particulate backscatter for feature j.(sr-1
) 

9 C_n064(j) Updated value of the 1064-nm normalization factor for feature j. 

10 dC_n064(j) Uncertainty in the 1064-nm normalization factor for feature j. 

11 Sf064(j) Updated value of 1064-nm lidar ratio for feature j. (sr) 

12 dSf064(j) Uncertainty in the value of 1064-nm lidar ratio for feature j. (sr) 

13 tauf064(j) Updated value of 1064-nm optical thickness for feature j. 

14 dtauf064(j) Uncertainty in the 1064-nm optical thickness for feature j. 

15 betal064(j) Layer averaged 1064-nm particulate backscatter in feature j .((km.sr)-1) 

16 dbetal064(j) Uncertainty in averaged 1064-nm particulate backscatter in feature j. 

17 cr(j) Weighted mean 1064-nm / 532-nm backscatter color ratio through feature j. 

18 dcr(j) Uncertainty in mean 1064-nm / 532-nm backscatter color ratio for feature j. 
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(c) Output Profile Data  
Table 2.6: Output Profile Data 

 Parameter Meaning 
1 betap_532(j,k) Profile of particulate backscatter βP(r) at 532 nm (km-1sr-1) 

2 dbetap_532(j,k) Uncertainty in 532-nm particulate backscatter ∆βP(r) at 532 nm (km-1sr-1) 

3 sigmap532(j,k) Profile of particulate extinction σP(r) at 532 nm (km-1) 

4 dsigmap532(j,k) Uncertainty in 532-nm particulate extinction, ∆σP(r) at 532 nm (km-1) 

5 betap_064(j,k) Profile of particulate backscatter βP(r) at 1064 nm (km-1sr-1) 

6 dbetap_064(j,k) Uncertainty in 1064-nm particulate backscatter, ∆βP(r) (km-1sr-1) 

7 sigmap064(j,k) Profile of particulate extinction σP(r) at 1064 nm (km-1) 

8 dsigmap064(j,k)   Uncertainty in 1064-nm particulate extinction, ∆σP(r) (km-1) 
 

2.4.3.4. Flowchart Annotations 

This section provides a guide to the annotations used in the various HERA flowcharts.  

Layer Descriptor Variables Used in Flow Charts 

nf   =  number of features in block 

moflag(nf)  =  opacity flag 

= 0  (surface return- do NOT process) 

= 1 (partially transmissive, unsuitable for constrained retrieval.) 

= 2 (partially transmissive, suitable for constrained retrieval.)  

= 3 (opaque, totally-attenuating feature or feature in contact with 
surface, e.g. a PBL aerosol) 

maflag(nf)   =  adjacency flag (add bits) 

= 0 feature is not adjacent & contains no embedded features 

   = 1 feature is adjacent at base 

   = 2 feature is adjacent at top  

   = 3 feature is adjacent at both base and top 

   = 4 feature contains embedded features 

 

Array Variables related to complex feature structure  

maxf = maximum number of features in data block 

maxcf = maximum number of complex features 
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maxemb = maximum number of embedded features  

cfsize(maxcf) = ordered integer array of number of features in each complex feature. 

cffn(maxf,maxcf) = array of feature numbers for each complex feature in order of 
increasing feature number (i.e. highest and lowest maflag first.)  

cfgp(maxf,maxcf) = array of feature numbers for each complex feature in order of  
decreasing gamma-primed (i.e. highest gamma-primed first) 

nembf(maxemb) = number of embedded features in each feature in order of  feature 
number 

embedlist(maxemb,nf) = integer array listing index numbers of the embedded features in 
each feature in order of increasing feature number. 

 

Array Variables on Standard Analysis Grid 

The standard analysis grid here is the array defined by nfine columns of fine-resolution profiles, 
each with nrow range values. (In the current implementation, nrow = 583 and nfine or ncol = 
16.)  

bt2(nrow) = copy of attenuated backscatter for retrieval algorithm 

dbt2(nrow) = copy of uncertainty in above for retrieval algorithm 

sigma(nrow,ncol) = sigma retrieval temporarily mapped to grid 

sigma(nrow,ncol) = uncertainty in above item 

map(nrow,ncol) = integer array assigning each element to a feature number, or to zero if 
no feature, -1 for invalid atmospheric data  

where: 

nrow = number of range values (nvals) in array 

ncol = number of fine-resolution profiles (columns) in array 

 

Logical Variables Used in Flow Charts 

iterate  = If TRUE iterate solution to match constraint. 

iterateC = If TRUE iterate complex feature retrieval to achieve  

consistency with measured average optical thickness of complex feature. 

match532    =     If TRUE replace 1064-nm cloud profile with 532-nm profile (not   
   implemented in current version of algorithm).  
done(j)            =        If TRUE feature j has been analyzed. 
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2.4.4. Description of the Steps Shown in the Flow Charts 

2.4.4.1. Simple features 

Figure 2.10 shows the procedure followed for simple features and for the clear-air regions that lie 
above them.  Each cycle of the loop defined by steps 7 to 24 completes the analysis of a clear 
region and a feature.   

1. Read the settings specified in the run-time file. 
2. Read the Meteorological data. 

3. Read the Layer Descriptor data. 

4. Generate the feature map on the standard data grid (range (i.e. row), columns).  

5. Generate the complex feature and embedded data and make a list of all the features in the 
scene. 

6. Read the whole (currently 80 km) block of lidar data consisting of 16 profiles at 5 km 
horizontal resolution.  Assign data to the attenuated backscatter and uncertainty arrays.  
Initialize parameters where required.  Initialize top row to and feature number zero. 

7. Begin processing loop.  The steps 7 – 24 form a loop with the index incremented from 1 to 
nf, the number of features in the block.  Assign the bottom row for analysis initially to the 
level of the last valid atmospheric signal in any column. 

8. If the number of features is not greater than zero, or if all the features have been processed 
(all “done”) then bypass the following tests and go straight to step 9.1.  Otherwise check to 
see if feature jf is a member of a complex feature AND if any members of that complex 
feature are beneath another feature, which is itself not a member of the same complex 
feature, AND which is yet to be solved.  If so, then select the next feature jf in the feature list 
flist and repeat the test until the new feature is acceptable  

9. The bounds of the clear region above the current feature are identified.  Note that the topmost 
clear region may be divided into a stratospheric region and a tropospheric region, each with a 
different lidar ratio for background aerosols.  The regions should be analyzed separately.   

9.1 The lower bound of the clear region is the altitude of the highest base (lowest index 
mbase) of all unsolved features (done = FALSE) that are in contact with a clear region 
in at least one column at their base. 

9.2 If the top row of the region is not greater than the bottom row, then there is no clear 
region to solve so move straight to solving next feature at step 14. 

9.3 Initialize retrieval arrays to zero, set renormalization indicator renorm(col) for each 
column to FALSE. 

10. The data in the clear region are averaged to form profiles of attenuated backscatter, and 
uncertainty at the coarsest horizontal resolution.  Set renorm(col) = TRUE for each column 
containing clear points within vertical limits of region.  

11. Using the just-calculated profile of the number of averaged columns at each row of the 
averaged clear profile, identify those regions for which the SNR is sufficient for retrieving 
reliable results.  Separate stratospheric and tropospheric regions.  
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12.  (12.0 to 12.7) describe the process of solving the acceptable sub-regions (nregions) of the 
current clear profile.  

12.0   Initialize the particulate transmittance to unity and the region counter jregion to zero. 

12.1   Loop through the sub-regions 

12.2 Select the index of the calibration (normalization) range depending on the solution 
direction, and select the normalization factor according to the total overlying 
transmittance and other factors.  The top-most clear region will possibly require 
retrieval in the backward direction. 

12.3 Adjust the re-normalization factor ccal to allow for the transmittance of overlying sub-
regions. 

12.4 Call the profile extinction solver with the appropriate parameters to calculate profiles of 
backscatter, extinction and effective optical thickness (ητ), and their uncertainties.  
Rescale data for calibration correction if the region is the top region of the atmosphere 
with its base above the tropopause and if the retrieved optical thickness is significantly 
greater than its uncertainty in absolute terms.  

12.5 Update the cumulative transmittance loss by scaling by that of the just-solved sub-
region.  

12.6 If all sub-regions have been processed, end analysis of the clear profile. 

12.7 Copy the temporary output profiles to all rows and columns in the output arrays where 
the feature map indicates that there are no features.   

13. For each column, calculate the square of the transmittance of the clear region, T2(k) and 
divide the attenuated backscatter for all underlying regions by this quantity. 

This process is illustrated in steps 13.1 to 13.8.  Note that, although the clear profile just 
solved is the average of all (up to 16) columns, T2(k) will vary from column to column 
depending on the vertical extent of the clear region in each column.    

14. Check the value of the adjacency flag for the feature with the current loop index. 

15. If the adjacency flag for the feature is zero, the feature is a simple feature and has neither 
vertically adjacent nor embedded features.  Carry out the analysis of the simple feature first 
at 532 nm then at 1064 nm, looping through the steps 15 to 20 for each wavelength.  Define 
the limits of the current feature as determined by the map array.  Average those points where 
the value of the map array is the same as the loop index (map(j,k) = jf) to form profiles of 
mean attenuated backscatter and uncertainty.  

16. Recalculate the layer descriptors γ’(j), T2(j) and their uncertainties for the current feature 
from the corrected attenuated backscatter data where this is necessary.   

17. Select the index of the calibration (normalization) range depending on the solution direction, 
wavelength and adjacency, and select the normalization factor according to the total 
overlying transmittance.  Note that all features in complex features will be solved in the 
forward direction, but some simple features may be solved in the backward direction.  Get 
value of Sp and uncertainty after considering T2, γ’ and overlying attenuation.  These values 
should have been corrected in step 16. 
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Figure 2.10: Retrievals in simple features and clear regions 
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18. Call the profile extinction solver with the appropriate parameters to calculate profiles of 
backscatter, extinction and effective optical thickness (ητ) and their uncertainties.  If the 
solution attempt terminates before base reached, fill values are assigned beyond the 
termination range.  All underlying map data are set to -1 to indicate to averaging routines 
that data in this region are not to be used. 

19. As in step 12.7, copy the temporary output profile to all rows and columns in the output array 
where the feature map indicates that feature jf is present.   

20. For each column occupied by the feature jf, divide the attenuated backscatter for all 
underlying regions by the square of the feature transmittance.  Update the uncertainties of the 
underlying data using equation (2.23). 

21. Set the flag done(jf) to indicate that the current feature has been analyzed satisfactorily. 

22. The last step in the loop.  If all the features have been analyzed and the current lower row 
limit is the lowest valid row, i_last, (i.e. if all valid rows have been analyzed), exit to point 
D.  If not set the top row of the next region to be processed to the row below the last one 
processed. 

A. The branch describing the analysis of complex features, which separated at step 14, returns 
here. 

B.  The branch describing the analysis of complex features begins here. 

 

 

2.4.4.2. Complex features 

The flow chart in Figure 2.11 is organized into three main tasks.  

The first column (steps 30 to 44) illustrates the process by which it is decided whether a suitable 
consistency check can be made on the solution or not.  This is done by measuring the mean 
signal attenuation through the complex feature using the transmittance method (comparing the 
signals above and below the feature).  If the measured mean optical thickness of the complex 
feature, taucfm, is negative, then no consistency check is possible and the iteratec variable is set 
to FALSE.  The rest of the column is concerned with identifying the complex feature, getting the 
number and indices of its members, and analyzing each one in order of decreasing altitude.  
Unlike the case for simple features, where each individual feature is analyzed at 532 nm then 
immediately afterward at 1064 nm, with the analysis of complex features, all the features in the 
current complex feature are processed (in steps 34 to 62) at 532 nm, and a consistent result 
achieved (if required), before the complex feature is processed at 1064 nm.  

Once all features have been analyzed, a check is made to see if the retrieval has produced an 
overall attenuation through the complex feature that is consistent with the measured value.  If it 
is not, then the lidar ratios of the various features are adjusted, one at a time and the complete 
complex feature is reanalyzed.  The lidar ratios are adjusted in order of the decreasing integrated 
attenuated backscatter of the feature to which they belong.  This process is illustrated in the 
block at the top centre of the figure (steps 45 to 55). 

Finally, once all the features have been analyzed and the lidar ratios adjusted as required, the 
underlying attenuated backscatter profiles in each column are rescaled by the overlying 
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attenuation in the complex feature in that column.  This process is illustrated at the bottom right 
of the figure in steps 56 to 62.  Next, the done flag is set to TRUE for each feature that has been 
processed (steps 63 to 65) before returning to the feature loop in Figure 2.10. 

B. Begin Complex feature Analysis branch. 

30. Set the complex feature index to the value specified in the layer descriptor for the current 
feature.  The array mcfn specifies the complex feature to which the current feature belongs.  
Initially set the logical variable iteratec to FALSE 

31. Calculate the optical thickness taucfm (and its uncertainty, dtaucfm) of the complex feature 
by using the transmittance method and the clear regions above and below the complex 
feature.  In each column, convert the T2 to τ and average the τs. 

32. Test the magnitude of the average optical thickness taucfm measured in step 31. 

33. If taucfm is greater than zero, set the logical variable iterateC to TRUE.  This decision, 
when combined with calculations of the complex feature optical thickness and its uncertainty 
in step 46, will permit a decision to be made in step 47 to force an iteration to attempt a 
retrieval that produces an effective optical thickness that is consistent with the value 
measured in step 31.  Once the decision has been made to iterate the retrieval or not, solve 
the whole complex feature (steps 34 to 62) at 532 nm, until a consistent tau is achieved, then 
repeat at 1064 nm. 

 

34. Get the number of features, mcf, in the current complex feature, jcf.  Initialize the counter 
for the number of tries at a consistent solution to unity.  Initialize the index of the feature, mf, 
whose lidar ratio is to be adjusted to the one with the largest integrated attenuated 
backscatter. 

 34(b) Reset all values of the temporary array σtemp(row,col) to zero. 

35. Begin looping through the features in the complex feature, varying index kf from unity to the 
number of features in this complex feature, mcf. 

36. Get the index lf for the next feature to be analyzed in the current complex feature. 

37. Check if the feature lf has already been analyzed or lf is in the embedded list of feature jcf. 
38. Check the adjacency flag of the feature lf.  If the adjacency flag has a value greater than 1 

and the feature spans more than one column, then the feature has embedded features, so 
proceed to route C to D that is detailed in Figure 2.12. 

39. If the adjacency flag has a value not greater than 1, then the feature has no embedded 
features.  Correct the attenuated backscatter array for regions containing the current feature, 
for the attenuation effects of features that are wholly above, or intrude into, its top using 
values in the array σtemp. 

40. Correct the attenuated backscatter array for regions containing the current feature, for the 
attenuation effects of features that are totally included within its boundaries, carrying out the 
calculation from the top of the current feature so as not to duplicate the effects of step 39.  
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Figure 2.11: HERA retrievals for complex features. 
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41. In each column, average those points where map(row,col) = lf to form profiles of attenuated 
backscatter and uncertainty.  

41(b) Recalculate the layer descriptors γ’(lf), T2(lf) and their uncertainties for the current 
feature (lf) from the corrected attenuated backscatter data where this is necessary. 

41(c) Select the index of the calibration (normalization) range and select the normalization 
factor according to the total overlying transmittance.  (See step 17 above.)  Get the 
value of Sp and uncertainty, after considering T2, γ’ and the overlying attenuation. 

42. Call the profile extinction solver with the appropriate parameters to calculate profiles of 
backscatter, extinction and effective optical thickness (ητ), and their uncertainties.  If the 
solution attempt terminates before base reached, fill values are assigned beyond the 
termination range.  All underlying map data are set to -1 to indicate to averaging routines that 
data in this region are not to be used.  Also set iterateC FALSE as consistency check no 
longer valid.  

43. Copy the calculated profile of σ to the temporary array of values where indicated by the 
current index.  Note that a temporary array is used because the solution may be iterated.   

44. If all the features in the complex feature have been processed, proceed to the consistency 
checks, otherwise continue working through the features in the list cffn. 

45. If all the features in the complex feature have been processed, then test to see whether an 
iteration is required (iterateC is TRUE).  First, check the wavelength.  If the wavelength is 
1064 nm and the match532 switch (Table 2.1) is FALSE, then bypass the iteration and 
proceed to the block (beginning at step 56) where underlying data are rescaled before 
returning to the end of the loop at A in Figure 2.10. 

46. If iteration is required, calculate the average effective optical thickness (taucfc) and its 
uncertainty, in the complex feature just processed.  This is the mean across all the columns 
occupied by the current complex feature, of the effective optical thicknesses ητ calculated by 
integrating sigmatemp(row,col) with respect to row in each column. Note that the 
integration is actually with respect to range, so the variation of the range increment with 
range needs to be included.  For the situation of two adjacent features, F1 between r1 and r2, 
and F2 between r2 and r3, the effective optical thickness between r1 and r3 is calculated as 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )322322112131 ,,, rrrrrrrr τητηητ += . 

 The optical thickness of one feature is scaled by the value of its multiple scattering function 
at its base.  This is added to the same quantity for the second feature.  Note that work on 
multiple scattering in complex features is still in progress and this definition may be updated 
in a later release of the document.   

47. Test whether the calculated complex feature optical thickness (taucfc) agrees with the 
measured complex feature optical thickness (taucfm) within the relative tolerance specified 
in the run-time file multiplied by taucfm AND if taucfc is greater than zero AND if the 
iterateC logical variable has previously been set TRUE.  If these tests fail, exit to step 65. 

48. If the tests in 47 are successful, test to see if the maximum number of tries has been reached 
OR if changes in taucfc are less than the tolerance specified in the run-time file. 

49. If the tests in 48 are unsuccessful, then increment the number of tries. 
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50. If the tests in 48 are successful, test to see if the index of the feature whose Sp has been 
chosen for iteration is the final feature (in order of decreasing gamma-primed) in the complex 
feature.  If so, reset the index lmf to unity and proceed to step 55. 

51. If the feature is not the one with the smallest gamma-primed, change the index to the feature 
with the next smallest gamma-primed, and reset the number of tries to unity.  Note that the 
iteration will proceed to a maximum of itcmplx for every feature in the complex feature.  

52. Get the Sp for the new feature.  Test if this is the first try in the current feature. 

53. For the first try, adjust the (new) lidar ratio for the appropriate feature by the ratio of the 
measured and calculated optical thicknesses.  Set the previous value of lidar ratio (used in 
calculating the factor in step 54) to the original value.  Return to the start of the loop at step 
34(b) and reprocess the complex feature using the updated lidar ratio for the selected feature.  
Also set tauprev = taucfm to allow scaling in subsequent tries.  

54. For subsequent tries, adjust the lidar ratio using the “secant” method:  

  Slope   = (Spnew(mf) – Sprev) / (taucfc – tauprev) 
  Then redefine  Sprev  = Spnew(mf) 
    tauprev = taucfc for the next calculation. 
  Spnew(mf)  = Sprev + (taucfm – tauprev) * slope. 
55. If the adjusted lidar ratio is for the feature with the smallest gamma-primed (i.e. all the 

features in the complex feature have been adjusted and the solution is still not consistent) 
then set the quality flag for the retrieval to indicate an inconsistent result and return to A via 
the rescaling block (steps 56 to 62). 

56. Start procedure for rescaling underlying attenuated backscatter profiles.  Note that this must 
be done column by column because the attenuation of the complex feature varies column by 
column.  Set the current column number to the first column of feature lf. 

57. Steps 57 – 62 form a loop in which the underlying features in each column of feature lf are 
corrected.  Get the first range index in the current column for feature lf. 

58. Get the final range in the current column for feature lf. 
59. The attenuation is calculated from sigmatemp(row,col) between the range indices (j1, j2) 

defined for the current column in steps 57 and 58, correctly scaling for the η of the features 
as described in 46 above. 

60. Divide the attenuated backscatter profile, in the region below the base of feature lf down to 
the last range, by the attenuation due to feature lf in current column calculated in the previous 
step. 

61. Check if the current column is the last column in feature lf.  
62. If the last column has not been reached, increment the column index and return to step 57. 

65. If all columns have been corrected, set the done flag to TRUE for all the features in the 
complex feature as listed in cffn, then return to processing loop in Figure 2.10 via A. 
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Figure 2.12: HERA retrievals in embedded features 
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2.4.4.3. Complex embedded features 

The additional complexity associated with embedded features is that neither the embedded 
feature nor the larger feature can be solved directly, as each of the features causes some 
attenuation in the other.  The solution of this problem is achieved by solving the outer feature 
first, then correcting the attenuation down to the top of the inner, embedded, feature using the 
solution of the outer feature.  The embedded feature is then solved and its calculated attenuation 
is then used to correct the lower region of the outer feature.  The solution of the whole complex 
feature is iterated using the updated attenuation corrections at each stage until the calculated 
optical thickness of the whole complex feature converges.  The required number of passes 
through a feature containing embedded features is a function of the number of embedded features 
in any common column of the outer feature and the degree of embeddedness. (It is possible for 
an 80 km feature, occupying sixteen columns, to have an embedded 20 km feature, occupying 
four columns, that contains one or more embed features of 5 km resolution each occupying one 
column.) The procedure is shown in the flowchart depicted in Figure 2.12. 

C. This is the point at which the embedded feature branch leaves the main loop in Figure 2.11. 

80. The overall attenuation (effective optical thickness ητEprev) of the complex feature is 
initialized to zero. 

81. Between steps 81 and 96 the solutions of the outer feature and its inner, embedded features 
are iterated until the total, embedded effective optical thickness converges. The outer feature 
is solved in steps 81 to 86. First the number of embedded features nef in feature lf is read 
from the array nemb. 

82. Correct the attenuated backscatter array for regions containing the current feature, lf, for the 
attenuation effects of features that are either wholly above its top, or intrude into the feature 
from above, using values stored in the array sigmatemp. 

83. Correct the attenuated backscatter array for regions containing the current feature, for the 
attenuation effects of features that are embedded in the feature, using values stored in the 
array sigmatemp, carrying out the calculation so as not to duplicate the effects of step 82.  
These corrections will be zero on the first iterative loop.  

84. Calculate the average profile for lf by averaging the corrected attenuated backscatter data in 
columns and rows where map(row,col) = lf.  

85. (a) Recalculate the layer descriptors γ’(lf), T2(lf) and their uncertainties for the current 
feature (lf) from the corrected attenuated backscatter data where this is necessary.   

85(b) Select the index of the calibration (normalization) range and select the normalization 
factor according to the total overlying transmittance. (See step 17 above.) Get value of 
Sp and uncertainty after considering T2, γ’ and overlying attenuation. 

85(c) Call the profile extinction solver using the averaged profile as an input. If the solution 
attempt terminates before base reached, fill values are assigned beyond termination 
range. All underlying map data are set to -1 to indicate to averaging routines that data 
in this region are not to be used. Also set iterateC FALSE and itemb = itembed as 
consistency check no longer valid. 
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86. Copy the values of extinction to the temporary array sigmatemp(row,col) in all the 
columns where map(row,col) = lf. 

87. Steps 87 to 94 form a loop in which each of the nfe features embedded in feature lf is solved. 

88. Read the index of the embedded feature lfe corresponding to position number jfe in the list 
of embedded features embedlist(jfe,lf). 

89. Correct the attenuated backscatter array for regions containing the current feature, lfe, for the 
attenuation effects of features that are either wholly above its top, or intrude into the feature 
from above, using values stored in the array sigmatemp. 

90. Correct the attenuated backscatter array for regions containing the current feature, for the 
attenuation effects of features that are embedded in the feature, carrying out the calculation 
so as not to duplicate the effects of step 89. 

91. (a) Calculate the average profile for lfe by averaging the corrected attenuated backscatter 
data in columns and rows where map(row,col) = lfe.  

91(b) Recalculate the layer descriptors γ’(lfe), T2(lfe) and their uncertainties for the current 
feature (lfe) from the corrected attenuated backscatter data where this is necessary. 

91(c) Select the index of the calibration (normalization) range and select the normalization 
factor according to the total overlying transmittance. (See step 17 above.) Get value of 
Sp and uncertainty after considering T2, γ’ and overlying attenuation. 

92. Call the profile extinction solver using the averaged profile as an input. If the solution 
attempt terminates before base reached, fill values are assigned beyond the termination range. 
All underlying map data set to -1 to indicate to averaging routines that data in this region are 
not to be used. Also set iterateC FALSE and itemb = itvar as consistency check no longer 
valid.  

93. Copy the values of extinction to the temporary array sigmatemp(row,col) in all the 
columns where map(row,col) = lfe. 

94. If all the embedded features have not been analyzed, continue looping. 

95. If all the embedded features have been processed, calculate the effective optical thickness, 
ητE, for the complex, embedded feature by integrating the temporary array sigmatemp 
scaled appropriately by the multiple scattering functions of the features in the columns, over 
the vertical extent of feature lf and all its embedded features, and averaging over the 
horizontal extent of feature lf. 

96. If the current value of ητE agrees with the previous value, ητEprev, within a tolerance that 
is the greater of that calculated from the computer precision or that specified in the runtime 
file (EmbedTolnce) calculated from the computer precision, or if the number of iterations, 
itemb, has exceeded the limit, itembed, then return to the main processing loop in Figure 
2.11 via E.  

97. If the current value of ητE does not agree with the previous value, ητEprev, set the value of 
ητEprev to the new value, ητE, and return to step 82 and continue iterating the solution. 
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3. Accounting for Multiple Scattering in Extinction Retrievals 

3.1. Introduction 
The form of the extinction solution adopted for CALIOP is based on a solution of the classic 
lidar equation, which is a single-scatter approximation.,  However, all lidar measurements 
contain multiply-scattered components in addition to the primary, single-scattered signal 
(Winker, 2003). Multiple scattering can alter the apparent extinction  and transmittance of the 
medium, can produce depolarization of the return signal, and can produce “stretching” of the 
return pulse (Chepfer et al., 1999; Hu, 2007; Miller and Stephens, 1999).  For most lidar systems 
the magnitude of the multiply-scattered signal is so small these effects are insignificant and can 
be ignored without introducing significant errors.  Multiple scattering effects can be very 
significant for satellite lidar systems, however, due to the large footprints typical of space 
geometries.  The diameter of the CALIOP laser footprint is two orders of magnitude larger than 
that of the typical ground-based or airborne lidar, allowing a much greater fraction of the 
multiply-scattered light to contribute to the return signal.  Because of this, the extinction retrieval 
algorithm must explicitly account for multiple scattering effects on the return signal in at least 
some situations. 

The nature of multiple scattering is fundamentally dependent on the scattering phase function of 
the scattering particles and the sensing geometry of the lidar.  The extinction cross-section and 
homogeneity of the scattering medium also play a role.  When the scattering medium becomes 
highly turbid and the scattering approaches the diffusion regime, multiple scattering overwhelms 
the single-scattered component of the return signal and pulse stretching becomes significant.  To 
fully understand the multiple scattering issue, a variety of scenarios have been considered.  

The multiple scattering analyses shown below were performed using a Monte Carlo simulation 
code developed to investigate lidar multiple scattering issues (Winker and Poole, 1995).  The 
Monte Carlo approach allows the full physics to be incorporated and can accommodate any 
sensing geometry. Lidar multiple scattering effects can vary dramatically in nature and 
magnitude depending on the lidar sensing geometry and the characteristics of the ‘target’ being 
sensed.  General principles will be discussed within the context of retrieving aerosol extinction.  
Following that, issues specific to cirrus and other ice clouds will be discussed.    Some general 
considerations are: 

Aerosol – aerosols are tenuous, σ < 1 km-1, except perhaps very near sources, and have broad 
scattering phase functions. 

Ice Clouds – In ice clouds, the ratio of multiple scattering to single scattering is  relatively small 
because the scattering phase function is sharply peaked in the forward direction.  
Multiple scattering effects, for CALIOP, tend to be much more significant than in 
aerosols.  The tops of deep convective clouds are composed of ice crystals and are 
usually weakly attenuating.  The lidar signal often penetrates to an optical depth of 3 or 
more, which is often several kilometers below cloud top.   

Water Clouds –   In water clouds the signal is rapidly attenuated, often within 100 meters or less.  
Multiple scattering builds up rapidly in dense boundary layer clouds and is dependent on both 
range and extinction coefficient.  The current multiple scattering parameterization described in 
this document is not well suited to water clouds.  The CALIOP extinction retrieval is applied to 
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water clouds, as well as to ice clouds and aerosol layers, but as the assumptions of the retrieval 
are violated the results for water clouds are invalid and should not be used. 

More discussion on the effects of multiple scattering in the CALIOP measurements can be found 
in Winker (2003). 

 

3.2. Approach  
The general approach to parameterizing and analyzing multiple scattering effects will be 
discussed in the context of scattering in homogeneous aerosol layers, as well as issues specific to 
aerosols.  This approach will then be compared and contrasted  to extinction retrievals of ice 
clouds.  Generally speaking, pulse stretching due to multiple scattering is insignificant in aerosol 
and cirrus layers, due to the nature of the scattering phase function of aerosols and ice crystals 
and the fact that the mean free path is much greater than the lidar footprint diameter (100 
meters).  When pulse-stretching is not significant, multiple scattering effects can often be 
effectively parameterized in terms of a modified extinction cross-section.  . 

3.2.1. Specifics 

Aerosol 

The solution for the aerosol backscatter coefficient, βa(r), is parameterized in terms of S* = ηSa 
so that we only need to know S* to perform the inversion.  To obtain the extinction profiles, 
σa(r), however, we need Sa to convert backscatter to extinction. 

We have developed aerosol models (discussed in Part 3) which allow the scattering phase 
function and the aerosol absorption to be computed.  From these, we compute Sa and the 
scattering phase function, P(θ), which is necessary to compute multiple scattering effects.  
Selection of the aerosol model is performed by the CALIOP Scene Classification Algorithm.  
Choosing the aerosol model, then, specifies Sa and P(θ).  The multiple scattering factor, η(r), 
depends on a number of parameters.  Many of them are effectively fixed however: wavelength, 
distance to the layer, field of view, and laser beam divergence. For aerosols (and ice crystals) 
η(r) is only weakly dependent on the magnitude of the extinction coefficient, so that only 
dependencies on  penetration depth into the layer  and the aerosol type need to be considered.  
Multiply-scattered 532 nm return signals were computed for a variety of aerosol models using a 
Monte Carlo code allowing 40 orders of scattering.  As illustrated in Figure 3.1, the total signal 
strength and the magnitude of the multiply-scattered components of the signal are a function of 
the aerosol extinction coefficient. 
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Figure 3.1: Multiple scattering for a uniform aerosol layer located between 703 km and 704 km 
range.   

The total return signal PTS(r) - which is the sum of singly- and multiply-scattered signal 
components – is written in terms of  η(r):   

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )2  exp -2TS
CP r r r r
r

β η τ=  (3.1) 

This expression reduces to the expression for the single-scatter lidar return, PSS(r), when η(r) = 
1.  An advantage of this parameterization is that η(r) can easily be derived from Monte Carlo 
calculations of the total and single-scatter (PSS) return signals: 

 ( )
( ) ( )
( )0

ln
  1 -  

2 ,
TS SSP r P r

r
r r

η
τ

⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦=  (3.2) 

where τ(ro,r) is the accumulated optical depth between the layer top and range r.  It turns out that 
η is nearly independent of extinction coefficient, although it is still dependent on range within 
the layer (see Figure 3.2, which shows results from layers with constant σ ranging from  0.01 
km-1 to 1 km-1).  TS(r) and SS(r) are the profiles of the total lidar backscattered return signal and 
the singly-scattered return signal, respectively.   

For deep aerosol layers, η(r) approaches unity, so multiple scattering has little effect on the 
optical depth retrieved.  In this case the primary effect of multiple scattering is to reduce the 
apparent extinction at the top of the layer and alter the shape of the extinction profile. 
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Figure 3.2: Multiple scattering parameter for a uniform aerosol layer located between 703 km 
and 704 km range, parameterized in terms of  η(r). 
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Figure 3.3: Multiple scattering parameter for a uniform aerosol layer located between 700 km 
and 705 km range, for the 6 aerosol types derived from AERONET measurements. 

Figure 3.3 shows η(r) for the current set of 6 CALIOP aerosol models (see CALIOP ATBD Part 
3), all for an extinction cross-section of 0.2 km-1.  The figure shows little variation in η between 
models, except for the background “clean continental” model.  The definition of this model is 
uncertain, so it is not clear if this multiple scattering function is realistic.  In any case, the aerosol 
optical depth (AOD) in clean continental conditions is low, so any errors would tend to be low in 
terms of absolute AOD.   

In the interest of simplicity, for the initial release of the CALIOP extinction data products, η has 
been set to unity for all aerosol layers.  From Figs. 3.2 and 3.3, it can be seen that for layers 
thicker than a few hundred meters the effect of multiple scattering on the layer AOD is less than 
10% and for very thick layers the effect on AOD becomes insignificant. 
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Figure 3.4: Cirrus phase functions for tropical convective cirrus (CEPEX) and polar cirrus (TL89). 

Ice Clouds  

Cirrus clouds are composed of ice crystals having a wide variety of shapes and sizes.  To 
investigate the potential variability of η(r) in ice clouds, two extreme cases are considered: 
tropical convective cirrus and polar cirrus.  Phase functions derived from in situ measurements of 
vertical profiles of crystal size and shape within a tropical cirrus anvil are available from the 
CEPEX experiment.  Phase functions were computed for several altitudes within the cloud using 
size-dependent combinations of irregular aggregates, bullet rosettes, hexagonal columns, and 
spheres (McFarquhar, et al., 1999).  The dependence of the phase functions on height within the 
cloud was found to be small in the CEPEX measurements.  A phase function computed from 
measurements within the cloud is shown in Figure 3.4.  Also shown in Figure 3.4 is a phase 
function representative of cold cirrus in the polar regions taken from Takano and Liou (1989), 
who based their calculation on regular hexagonal columns and a size distribution measured in 
cirrostratus. The crystal aspect ratio was varied with size according to observed behavior.  It can 
be seen that the anvil cirrus, which is dominated by irregular particles, has a higher lidar ratio, 
weaker halo features, and significantly different side scattering compared to the regular 
hexagonal columns of the polar cirrus.  

Measurements of cirrus lidar ratio (Sassen and Comstock, 2001; Eloranta, et al., 2001)  show a 
range of values, with a mean value of about 25 sr and the majority of the values falling between 
12 sr and 50 sr.  The lidar ratios of the phase functions shown in Figure 3.4 are low relative to 
these measured values.  Ray tracing calculations show that Sc increases significantly for hollow 
crystals (Takano and Liou, 1989) and for irregular crystals (Macke, et al., 1996) relative to solid, 
regular crystals due to suppression of the backscatter.  We can hypothesize that this is 
responsible for the higher values observed experimentally versus modeled values.  Figure 3.5 
shows the multiple scattering functions, η(r), corresponding to several phase functions: the 
Takano and Liou phase function, CEPEX phase functions for two different altitudes within a 
cloud, and a CEPEX phase function with suppressed backscatter to provide a large lidar ratio (Sc 
= 50 sr).  In spite of the significant differences between the four phase functions, the η(r) are 
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seen to be quite similar and nearly independent of range.  The variation in η(r) between different 
cirrus models is fairly small and suggests that errors in the retrieved extinction due to incorrect 
selection of the cirrus model will also be small.  Thus it appears that, for cirrus, a single multiple 
scattering factor, ηc , can be used rather than a range-dependent function. 
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Figure 3.5: Range-dependent multiple scattering functions for cirrus. 
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